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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRWOMAN
Dear Shareholders!
In order to get such encouraging result, it
is essential to thanks to efforts to overcome
difficulties, innovation in production and business
activities, solidarity and strong cooperation
among leadership and personnel for the mutual
final goal, together with the trust and support of
Shareholders, business partners and customers
to the Company. On behalf of the Board of
Directors, I would like to acknowledge and send
my gratitude to the Board of Management, the
staff of the Company and Shareholders for your
contribution.

The year 2017 was a difficult year for the Vietnam
textile and garment industry due to competition
from major textile and apparel exporters in the
region, leading to the shortage of orders in the
early months of the year. However, thanks to the
efforts and high determination, the textile and
garment industry has overcome the challenges,
fulfilled the target with export turnover of USD
31 billion, growth of over 10% and trade surplus
is higher than in year 2016.
In the face of common difficulties, the Board of
Directors and the Board of Management of the
Company have actively reviewed the market
and put forth measures to remove difficulties
in a timely manner, these are the decisions in
the change and the reduction of ineffective
production and business line, focusing on
exploiting high efficiency products; to raise
the productivity of new factory named Thanh
Cong - Vinh Long (TCVL). As a result, in 2017,
the Company continues to maintain its growth
momentum, achieve revenue growth of 5% and
profit after tax of over 67% compared to such
figures of 2016.
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Turning to 2018, it shall be a year of continued
difficulties, challenges and fierce competition
due to protectionist policies of major exporters
such as Bangladesh, Pakistan and India; tarifffree treatment of EU and the USA for enterprises
coming from Cambodia, Myanmar; non-stop
increase of incoming expense and application
of Technology 4.0 in the textile and garment
which put high pressure on decreasing price and
eliminate enterprises, which do not keep up the
momentum of development.
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Promote great performance achieved in the
previous year; persist in mutual goals, which
bring the highest benefit to Company; take care of
employees’ living standard; bring more benefits to
shareholders and share with the community; the
Board of Directors and the Board of Management
faithfully promise to always accompany and
support the staff to achieve the best goals in 2018
and satisfy the expectations that investors have
entrusted.

However, it still has various opportunities for
textile and garment industry when capacity of
global textile industry is forecasted to grow by
25% until 2025; Free Trade Agreements (FTAs)
play a vital role on creating new potential markets,
reducing tariffs to 0%; Vietnamese labor market
has many advantages of young population, low
cost, abundant and skillful labors compared to
other countries in the region; and especially the
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), which has
been signed in 2018, shall promote economy
growth, expand job market, facilitate trade
development and enhance economic partnership
among countries in the Asia Pacific region.

Wish you the health, happiness and success!
CHAIRWOMAN OF BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Beside objective factors, practical experiences
shall also give us insight into weaknesses
to overcome and strengths to be promoted.
Especially, we have a team of staff who are not
afraid of difficulties, always show their effort
together with solidarity and ready to innovate
for the purpose of bringing the highest efficiency
to the Company. The Board of Directors and the
Board of Management believe that all staff will
perform their targets well in 2018.

PHAN THI HUE
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1967 – 1975

1976 – 1985

Early days of establishment
A small-scale private textile enterprise
called "Tai Thanh Ky Nghe Det" with
two major manufacturing sectors,
weaving and dyeing.
Number of employees: 500 people.
Leading products: Oxford, Poly Soir,
Sanderep, etc. are mainly consumed
in the South market and partly in
Cambodia.

Efforts to survive
Be taken over by the State and renamed Thanh
Cong Textile Factory directly under the Union of
Textile Enterprises - Ministry of Light Industry.
Proposed and implemented successful triangular
export model. By 1985, the Factory had exported
8.3 million meters of fabric, earning VND 83.6
million (equivalent to USD 21 million).
As one of the first units to test the model
of production and business associated with
the market, the Factory has made important
contributions to the process of reforming the
management mechanism of enterprises and the
national economy.

2013 – 2018

Stability and growth
2013: Construction of new knitting factory in Nhi Xuan industrial zone.
2014: Obtained Investment Registration Certificate of TC Tower Company Limited; secondly honored the
CSR Award by the Government of Vietnam and Korea; Top 5 "Typical Garment Enterprises" awarded by
Vietnam Textile & Apparel Association; "Enterprises with excellent performance" awarded by the Ministry
of Industry and Trade; Top 50 enterprises having the best annual report.
2015: Built Thanh Cong - Vinh Long factory and established Thanh Cong - Vinh Long one member limited
liability company; established TC E.Land Company Limited; Top 10 most trusted companies in Vietnam
with the same economic system; Top 30 Best Annual Report in Vietnam stock market; Top 50 best listed
companies in Vietnam awarded by Forbes Vietnam; Typical Company Award in Ho Chi Minh City and
many others.
2016: Operated the Knitting Factory No. 4, mainly producing single sets of Spandex and Double set of
Spandex, which has better quality elastic fabric than conventional fabric; the 40th anniversary of the
company on August; invested 55 new weaving machines on October, increasing the amount of woven
fabric by 6.6 million meters per year.
2017: Increased charter capital of the Company to VND 516,538,290,000 in August 2017; The Company
has set up a Knitting Fabric Sales Team to look for opportunities to bring new products into business; In
addition, the Company has set up an export sales team who shall focus on exploiting customers coming
from the US market and initially it had positive signals.

1986 – 2005

2006 – 2012

Investment for development
1986: Created a breakthrough in production,
business and investment mechanisms by selfequipping modern machines and production
lines in the form of self-pay.
1990: Be honored the noble title "Hero of
Armed Forces".
1991: Renamed into Thanh Cong Textile
Company
1992: Received Khanh Hoi Yarn Factory;
Replaced all old backward equipment with
modern production lines, which was worth
nearly USD 4 million, capacity of 2,000 tons
per year.
1986 – 1996: Total investment was over USD
55 million, increasing labor productivity and
improving product quality. Since the product
was only consumed domestically, the Company
changed to be an exporter of many big countries
in the world, especially European market.
1997 – 1999: Carried out comprehensive
reforms such as staff innovation, innovation
in working style and methods, innovation in
marketing business as well as focus on cost
management.
2000 – 2002: Be honored the title "Labor hero
unit in the renovation period".

Innovation for integration and growth
2006 – 2009: Processed equities, renamed Thanh
Cong Textile Garment Joint Stock Company, followed
by Thanh Cong Textile Garment - Investment Trading Joint Stock Company and listed shares on
the Ho Chi Minh City Stock Exchange (HOSE) with
stock code TCM. Issued shares to foreign strategic
shareholders namely E-land Asia Holdings Pte. Ltd.
(Singapore) under E-land Korea. E-land group has
subsequently involved in the management of the
Company.
2010: Applied advanced and modern management
tools such as Lean in manufacturing, ERP, BSC in
enterprise management; Focused on investing in
development of high-quality human resources for
the future through internship programs.
2011: Invested more equipment for Yarn Factory No.
4, knitting factory to increase production capacity;
expanded export markets to Korea and increased
portion of FOB purchase order; Received land use
certificate of TC1 project.
2012: Implemented ERP phase 2 for production
division; controlled product quality, production
costs and improved performance through TFT
(Task Force Team).

FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT
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AWARDS, ACTIVITIES HIGHLIGHT IN 2017
Date

Awards

11/04/2017

Certificate of Ethnic Minority Head for scholarship for ethnic minority students

12/06/2017

Sustainable Business awarded by Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI)

15/06/2017

Certificate of Merit “Heart of gold” awarded by the People’s Committee of Bac Ai district,
Ninh Thuan province for contribution on education

09/07/2017

Top 500 Growth and Prosperity Enterprises rewarded by Vietnam Report

13/10/2017

Typical products and services awarded by Ho Chi Minh City Business Association
Chairwoman of BOD - Madam Phan Thi Hue received the title of Vietnam’s outstanding
business woman, the Golden Rose Cup
Top 500 largest enterprises of Vietnam 2017 awarded by Vietnam Report
Certificate of strong company trade union awarded by Vietnam National Textile and
Garment Union
Certificate of Merit in Collective Bargaining, Collective Bargaining Agreement and
Dialogue awarded by Vietnam General Confederation of Labor
Certificate of merit for the development of trade union members awarded by the Vietnam
General Confederation of Labor
The unique textile and garment enterprise voted in the “Top 100 Most Popular Employers
in 2017” by Career Builder survey.

27/10/2017
12/2017
12/2017
12/2017
12/2017
2017
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BUSINESS LINES AND AREAS
Business lines
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Producing, trading, importing and exporting
yarn, cotton, fabric, garment, footwear and
machinery, equipments, spare parts, raw
materials, supplies, chemicals (excluding toxic
chemicals), dyeing chemicals, packaging;
Trading in import and export of refrigeration
equipments, air conditioners, radio and
television, construction materials, means of
transport;
Real estate business;
Retail in supermarkets, trade centers: meat and
meat products; aquatic products; vegetables;
milk and dairy products, cakes, jams, sweets
and products made from cereals or starch;
drinks; other food (except paddy, rice, sugar);
commercial brokerage; entrusting purchase and
sale of goods; agency on goods purchase and
storage, ; leasing offices, workshops, warehouses;
Investment, construction, trading, installation,
repair, proposing general estimation of civil,
industrial works and infrastructure of industrial
parks and tourist sites; supervising the
construction and finishing of civil and industrial
works; construction consultancy (excluding:
construction survey, construction design,
construction engineers, construction architects);
On-demand retail via post or internet;
Hotels, villas or short-stay apartments; guest
houses, motels with short-stay accommodation;
boarding houses, boarding houses and similar
accommodation establishments; restaurants,
cafeteria;
Computer consulting and computer system
management;
Conducting other business lines in accordance
with the law.
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USA
China

Japan

Europe

Korea

Business areas
The Company mainly exports to USA, Japan, Europe, Korea and China.
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ORGANIZATION CHART AND
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE MODEL
Organization chart

Corporate governance model

BOARD OF MANAGERS

GENERAL SHAREHOLDERS

INSPECTION
COMMITTEE
INVESTMENT
STRATEGY DIVISION

PRODUCTION
DIVISION

SALES DIVISION

BACK OFFICE
DIVISION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

BOARD OF MANAGERS

The Company operates in the form of a joint stock Company in accordance with the Law on Enterprises and
the relevant laws:
General Shareholders: Include all shareholders with voting rights; it is the highest decision-making body of
the Company.

INVESTMENT

GARMENT

R&D

ACCOUNTING

LEGAL

YARN SALES

SPINNING

HR

REAL ESTATE

FABRIC SALES

WEAVING

IMPORT

PR & IR

LOGISTICS

KNITTING

PURCHASING

DOMESTIC
SALES

DYEING

WAREHOUSE

BRANCH IN
HANOI

SEWING

ENVIRONMENT

Board of Directors (BOD): Is the management body of the Company, with the full rights on behalf of the

INFRASTRUCTURE

Company to decide all issues related to the purpose and interests of the Company except the matters under
competence of the General Shareholders.

IT

Board of Managers (BOM): Act as the daily governing body of the Company and is responsible to the BOD
for the implementation of the rights and duties assigned.

IAT

Inspection Committee: Performs duties on behalf of General Shareholders to control all business, management
and operation of the Company.
ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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Company name
Address

Subsidiaries
Company name
Address
Tel
Fax
Website
Email
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines

Company name
Address
Tel
Fax
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines

Company name
Address
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines

Company name
Address
Tel
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines
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:
Thanh Cong Medical Center Joint Stock Company
: 36 Tay Thanh Street, Tay Thanh Ward, Tan Phu District, Ho Chi Minh
City
: (84.28) 38159435
: (84.28) 38159465
: www.thanhcongclinic.com
: info@thanhcongclinic.com
: VND 21,700,000,000
: VND 15,395,000,000
: 70.94%
: Providing medical services, trading pharmaceuticals and medical
equipment

:
Thanh Quang Joint Stock Company
: Duc Hanh Hamlet, Duc Lap Commune, Duc Hoa District, Long An
Province
: (84.28) 38153962 - 38153968
: (84.28) 38154000 - 38153932
: VND 38,195,950,000
: VND 37,645,950,000
: 98.56%
: Trading in infrastructure, producing and trading yarns

:
TC Tower Company Limited
: 37 Tay Thanh Street, Tay Thanh Ward, Tan Phu District, Ho Chi Minh
City
: VND 159,150,000,000
: VND 127,320,000,000
: 85.53%
: Real estate business

:
TC Eland One Member Limited Liability Company
: 194 Nguyen Cong Tru Street, Nguyen Thai Binh Ward, District 1, Ho
Chi Minh City
: (84-28) 38153962
: VND 3,000,000,000
: VND 3,000,000,000
: 100%
: Trading in garments
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Tel
Fax
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines

: Thanh Cong - Vinh Long One Member Limited Liability Company
: Lot II-4, Hoa Phu Industrial Park, Phuoc Hoa Hamlet, Hoa Phu
Commune, Long Ho District, Vinh Long Province
: (84-270) 3962771
: (84-270) 3962776
: VND 129,000,000,000
: VND 129,000,000,000
: 100%
: Manufacture of garments (other than fur skins)

Associated companies
Company name
Address
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines

:
Thanh Phuc Construction Investment Joint Stock Company
: 36 Tay Thanh Street, Tay Thanh Ward, Tan Phu District, Ho Chi Minh
City
: VND 7,000,000,000
: VND 1,665,000,000
: 23.79%
: Construction and management of the project.

Company name
Address
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines

:
:
:
:
:
:

Company name
Address

:
Thanh Cong Securities Joint Stock Company
: Floor 5, No. 194 Nguyen Cong Tru, Nguyen Thai Binh Ward, District
1, Ho Chi Minh City.
: (84.28) 38 270527
: (84.28) 38 246295
: http://www.tcsc.vn/
: Info@tcsc.vn
: VND 360,000,000,000
: VND 89,117,000,000
: 24.75%
: Securities brokerage, securities dealing, underwriting and securities
investment consultancy

Tel
Fax
Website
Email
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines

Company name
Address
Charter capital
Capital contributed by TCM
Ownership ratio of TCM
Main business lines

Vung Tau Golf Tourism Joint Stock Company
No. 1 Nguyen Du, Ward 1, Vung Tau City, Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province
VND 29,000,000,000
VND 8,700,000,000
30%
Providing travel and entertainment services

:
Thanh Chi Joint Stock Company
: No. 37, Ba Thang Hai Street, Ward 8, Vung Tau City, Ba Ria - Vung Tau
Province
: VND 43,890,000,000
: VND 20,819,000,000
: 47.43%
: Quarrying, transportation and construction
15
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Sustainable development mission and key programs
related to Company’s short and medium term
•
•
•

DEVELOPMENT ORIENTATION

•
•

Comply fully and strictly with the laws and regulations relating
to environmental protection in the course of operation of
Company;
Take care of spiritual life, well implement the welfare regime for
employees of Company;
Facilitate the operation of mass organizations, politics and
society in Company such as: Socialist Party, Trade Union, Youth
Union;
Voluntary community activities are conducted on a regular,
long-term and direct basis.
Assist the disadvantaged residents of the locality where Company
locates by contributing or financing activities undertaken by the
local authorities or agencies; scholarships for children of local
disadvantaged families.

Medium and long term development strategies

Primary aims of Company
With the ambition to become the number one textile and garment
enterprise in the world, Company has determined the following
activities:
• Concentrate on developing the core business named textile –
garment by: improvement on production capacity; diversification
of major products: yarn, fabric, garment; improvement on
products’ quality; increase on the speed of delivery; production
cost management; investment on research and development
of new products; training and developing potential young
generation.
• Exploit the existing lands to develop real estate projects, which
increase the efficiency of Company.
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Company is focusing on implementing the growth strategy as follows:
• For the medium term: Optimize the current vertical production process
by improving production capacity. Company shall focus on garment
and textile production and further improve the process from yarn to
fabric to garment. Moreover, Company shall develop more products
using artificial yarns together with traditional cotton yarns. Company
shall catch opportunities coming from FTAs with the EU and CPTPP,
which has requirement of origin “from fabric onwards” or “from yarn
onwards”.
• For the long term: By bringing into play the advantages of a vertical
production system, Company shall move to produce fashionable
products with the expectation of higher value than traditional products.
Company shall improve current research and development capacity to
meet design requirements and produce products for consumers.
• Development of real estate projects: as soon as the investment
opportunity appears.
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RISK FACTORS
Every business plays a key role in the stability and
sustainable development of the economy. In contrast,
basic economic factors such as economic growth,
inflation, interest rates, and exchange rates also have a
significant impact on the operation of the business. The
fluctuation of these factors in the positive or negative
direction leads to certain potential risks affecting the
production and business activities. Capturing these
fluctuations in order to devise suitable measures is
one of the Company's top priorities.
Economic risk
Contrary to the geopolitical situation in the world, the
global economic picture in 2017 is quite positive. From
the leading economies to the developed and emerging
economies, economic activities were more positive
than initial forecast. Economic growth has a large
impact on the consumer goods sector as the demand
for garments depends on the income of consumers. In
2017, the world economy recovered better, growth rate
reached 3.6% which rose by 0.5% compared to 2016.
Either The United States and China or Europe and
Japan, which have experienced low growth in recent
years, have emerged as a driver of global economy.
In 2018, world economic growth is expected to
increase better than 2017 but not much. According
to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), world
economic growth in 2018 is estimated to increase
by 3.7%, being 0.1 percentage points higher than the
previous year. Global trade growth is forecasted to
achieve 4%, going down by 0.2 percentage point from
the same period of 2017. In 2018, commodity price is
forecasted to fluctuate slightly from the same period
last year, indeed energy prices rise about 4%, crude oil
price rises 6% reaching USD 56/barrel. Non-energy
commodity prices shall rise 0.6% and raw material
prices shall increase 1.6% compared to 2017.
Interest rate
In 2017, deposit rates and lending rates remain
stable. The pressure of raising deposit and lending
rates mainly appeared at the beginning of the year.
However, it can be seen that the adjustment of deposit
and lending rates of banks in this period are not too
large, the small adjustment is only around 10 basis
points and did not create interest rate races.
State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) has released the policy
and direction to ensure the target of stable interest
rates when the deposit interest rates increase.
Specifically, the State Bank of Vietnam requested
reviewing with credit institutions at the beginning of
the year when some units issue certificates of deposit
with high interest rates. At the same time, the State
ANNUAL REPORT 2017

Bank of Vietnam also issued a clear policy signal
with the decision to lower the policy interest rates in
July and introduced an amendment draft of Circular
No. 06/2016/TT-NHNN (TT06) concerning the
extension of the implementation of the Circular
No. 36/2014/TT-NHNN (TT36) providing for
prudential ratios and limits for operations of credit
institutions and foreign bank branches, helping the
pressure of mobilization cool down significantly.
It is forecasted that interest rates in the first half of
2018 shall move sideways or down slightly, interest
rates may only be subject to certain pressures at the
end of the year such as: credit growth will be rather
good; or the US Federal Reserve (FED) continue
tightening monetary policy, making the attraction of
VND decrease against USD.
Company is exposed to interest rate risk arising
from its borrowings. This risk will be managed by
Company through maintaining a reasonable level of
borrowing and analyzing the competitive situation
on the market to obtain favorable interest rates for
Company from appropriate sources of loans.
Exchange rate
According to the assessment of the National
Financial Supervisory Committee, the Financial
Market Overview Report 2017 recently announced
that the foreign exchange market of Vietnam in the
18

past year has remained stable. The reason for keeping
the exchange rate relatively stable is the devaluation
of the USD on the international market (USD Index
decreased by 9.1% against the beginning of the year)
despite FED raised interest rates several times due
to the impact of policy to combat the trade deficit
of the US President Donald Trump. In addition,
the State Bank of Vietnam has been managing the
foreign exchange market flexibly since the beginning
of the year, allowing the USD/VND exchange rate to
increase moderately from the beginning of the year
so that the market will not be under pressure, which
leads to shock as before.
According to forecasts of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), the exchange rate in 2018 is expected to
remain stable and there are many supporting factors
that are: (1) The trade balance is likely to continue
to be surplus due to the world economy and global
trade in emerging and developing countries continue
to have an upward trend compared to the previous
year; (2) Foreign capital flows are still positive. In the
context of low interest rates in developed economies,
capital flows are tending to flow into emerging and
developing economies to seek higher returns.
However, the frequency of raising interest rates of FED
in 2018 will be more, creating expectations for the
USD to rise again. It is expected that FED shall push

interest rates up three times in 2018 through itinerary
on reducing gradually base rate to 3%. Therefore, the
USD/VND exchange rate, which may be adjusted to
rise by 1.5-2%, is quite reasonable. It shall continue to
create competitive advantage for Vietnam's exports.
Company is exposed to exchange rate risk arising
from receivables and payables of foreign currencies.
Company managed it by maintaining a reasonable
amount of foreign currency and analyzing the
competitive situation in the market to obtain favorable
rates for Company from the competent financial
institutions.
Inflation
2017 is the third consecutive year that core inflation
has remained stable at below 2% (2017: 1.7%; 2016:
1.87%; 2015: 1.69%). For the cost-push inflation,
production costs have not increased significantly (in
the first nine months of 2017 the production price
index increased by 0.71% compared to the same
period last year).
Inflation is lower than in 2016 as the prices of health
and education services increase more slowly, while
food prices have fallen. Specifically: Health service
prices increased by 45% and education increased by
8% in comparison with the same previous period,
CPI is expected to grow 2.1 percentage points (lower
than 3.1 percentage points in 2016). Meanwhile, food
prices plummeted in the first months of the year
which contributed to the downward of overall CPI
(about 0.7 percentage points compared to 2016).
On the other way, due to the impact of world oil and
steel price increase, the traffic and housing groups,
building materials in 2017 also increased by 5% and
7% respectively compared to last year, contributing
to the increase of overall CPI (by 0.81 and 0.49
percentage points).
Thus, inflation in 2018 shall be under pressure mainly
from the adjustment of increasing prices of public
services (health, education) and food prices. Public
service prices in 2018 shall continue to be adjusted
in line with the 2016-2020 price increase schedule,
which is projected to contribute to overall inflation
equal in 2017, about 2 to 2.5 percentage points. Global
commodity price shall not cause much pressure on
inflation as world commodity price forecast for 2018
shall be less volatile than 2017.
The combination of above factors shows that
notwithstanding mutation factors, inflation in 2018
is expected to remain at the level of 2017 (below
4%). However, inflation in 2018 could be higher if
electricity prices increase sharply. It is estimated that
if electricity prices rise by 8-10%, inflation shall rise
by 0.1-0.15%.
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Specific risks in the textile and garment industry
• Labor supply
The characteristic of the textile and garment business is the huge labor force, especially the sewing production
phase. This is especially true for TCM when its products are mainly exported to markets that have very strict
requirements, so high quality human resources play an important role. In order to maintain the current
workforce, Company is also facing many difficulties when employees can be attracted by competitors or
Foreign Direct Investment garment enterprises (FDI), which are investing heavily into the Vietnamese market.
FDI enterprises have advantages of abundant capital in comparison with domestic ones.

• Legal framework for textile and garment industry
Besides the general legal framework, Company is also subject to the specific sanctions, regulations of the textile
and garment industry. In particular, some legal frameworks have a significant influence such as:
-- In addition to preferential policies, the textile and garment industry is subject to stringent regulations on
environmental protection, industrial wastewater, textile waste water, or employment. In particular, in
2014, the Government approved the master plan for the development of Vietnam’s textile and garment
industry to 2020 with a vision to 2030. Accordingly, the development of the textile and apparel industry
should be closely linked to the choice of technology, ensure the improvement of product quality while
limiting impacts causing environmental pollution. Thus, the trend of adjustment and supervision of
the legal system of Vietnam is gradually becoming stricter and tighter. Since the Company is engaged in
the full range of textile and garment manufacturing, including spinning, weaving, dyeing and sewing,
Company must pay more attention to approach requirements of regulatory framework.
-- Look at view of international economy, when the Vietnamese economy has begun to integrate more
deeply into the world economy, the opportunities for the textile and garment industry have come
with big challenges. Therefore, in order to seize opportunities and achieve the highest efficiency in the
coming time, Company needs to pay more attention carefully.

Other risks

In addition to above risks, other risks can also occur by force majeure events such as natural disasters, storms,
floods, etc. These risks are very rare, but unforced seen, and it often causes catastrophe to the Company both in
terms of human and property. Therefore, in order to minimize such impacts, Company proactively prevented
by purchasing insurance for our employees and assets.
In order to maintain the employees at TCM, Company has made efforts to improve the policy of salary and
welfare, and the support and cooperation of trade unions is also a factor contributing to the stable source of
labor in Company. In addition, the majority of TCM employees have worked for Company for a long time, so
the risk of labor fluctuations is low. Furthermore, in order to prepare for the next human resources, since 2010,
TCM has implemented an internship program by recruiting senior students with good academic performance
from universities and colleges with specialization related to the Company’s activities, this aims to train and
develop from experience, skills to knowledge, this shall be the human resource for the long-term development
of Company.
• Materials
Most of the raw materials in the Vietnamese market are imported because domestic supply is insufficient and/
or unsatisfactory. As a result, any fluctuation of raw material price also impacted the Company’s production
and business. Normally, the cost of raw materials accounts for 65% -70% of TCM’s cost structure, thus it clearly
affects the gross profit margin of Company.
The price of cotton in 2017 fluctuates sharply, and at the end of the year, there is a tendency to increase, which
is a factor that TCM’s Board of Managers must follow closely because the price of cotton has a direct impact
on the selling price of yarn of Company, affecting revenue and profit. In order to resolve this situation, Board
of Managers has requested the Yarn Sourcing Department to closely monitor any situation of raw materials,
regularly make forecasts on prices, create premise for Board of Managers to make accurate decisions, increasing
profits for the Company.

Legal risk
• General legislation in Vietnam
The business activities of Company are stipulated by the Vietnamese legislation such as Law on Enterprise,
Law on Investment, Taxation and Customs Policies; In addition, as a listed Company on the stock exchange,
Company is also affected by the regulatory framework of the securities market in Vietnam. Currently, a number
of laws, regulations and policies are being revised, which require Company to be more careful to adapt such
amendment.
ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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CHAPTER II: PERFORMANCE REVIEW

Situation of production and business activities
Global economic grew well in 2017, the US
economy grew significantly despite of strong
effects of two hurricanes and European
countries (EU) also recovered strongly with
the highest growth of the region in recent years.
Countries of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) maintained positive growth,
while the BRICS countries also showed signs
of better economic improvement.
In parallel with the growth of the world economy,
2017 can also be regarded as a successful year
for the economy of Vietnam when it witnessed
impressive growth in the second half of the
year supporting the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) to reach 6.81%, which is higher than
expectation of National Assembly. Along
with this spectacular growth, inflation in this
year was lower than the National Assembly’s
target. CPI in December only increased 0.21%
compared to the previous month. Average
CPI increased 3.53% compared to 2016. This
is the fourth consecutive year which inflation
has remained below 5% and shows that the
fundamentals of macroeconomic stability are
well established.

In general, the economy well developed, however, Vietnam’s textile and garment industry faced many challenges
in 2017. Competition in the industry has been fierce, either domestic market or foreign emerging markets such
as Cambodia, Bangladesh and Malaysia, which enjoy a lot of advantages in investment, production costs and
tax incentives. Moreover, the textile auxiliary industry has not yet developed. The “bottleneck” situation at
the dyeing stage, the fabric is not enough for sewing (more than 70% of the fabric is imported), resulting in
unbalanced and vulnerable development.
Overcoming the disadvantages, the business performance of Company in 2017 was more optimistic than
in 2016 thanks to Thanh Cong - Vinh Long factory has maximized the designed capacity and productivity
of workers, which are improved from USD 26 - 27/person/day to USD 30/person/day; yarn sale is going to
stabilize when yarn prices are going up sharply since 2016. In the end of 2017, consolidated net sales increased
by 4.51% and achieve 3,209.1 billion, profit after tax increased to 192.6 billion, 67.44% higher than same period
of last year.
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This growth was attributed to the restructuring of spinning factories, which is the traditional business line of
Company with a high proportion of revenue, accounting for 25-30%. Spinning Factory No.2 located in Tan
Binh Industrial Zone, having a capacity of 6,500 tons per year, has been dissolved and gradually moved to
fabric production. Spinning Factory No.3 located in Duc Hoa district, Long An province, having a capacity of
6,000 tons per year, which is an inefficient plant and bring a negative profit to Company; in 2017, dissolution
of such plant has brought profits to the Company by reducing the losses in yarn production. Though Thanh
Cong - Vinh Long Factory may not break-even in 2017 because workers are still in the process of training,
labor productivity has improved. Company has prioritized the transfer of many simple orders from the factory
in Ho Chi Minh City to Thanh Cong - Vinh Long factory to increase profits; in addition the increase in labor
productivity has contributed to great improvement on the efficiency of this plant. The real estate business had
mutant profits due to the transfer of right of leasing land in Xuyen A Industrial Zone and brought VND 26.9
billion of profit in July 2017.
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW
Situation of production and business activities
Unit: Million dong

No.

Targets

2016

2017

2017/2016
increase/decrease

1

Net revenue

3,070,604.04

3,209,070.77

4.51%

2

Cost of goods sold

2,651,509.76

2,706,189.38

2.06%

3

Income from financial activities

26,096.29

26,019.62

-0.29%

4

Financial, sales and administrative
expenses

308,082.26

331,246.58

7.52%

5

Profit from operation

139,680.72

192,894.18

38.10%

6

Other profits

-6,404.33

42,257.32

7

Profit before tax

133,276.39

235,151.49

76.44%

8

Profit after tax

115,038.34

192,616.11

67.44%

9

Earnings per share

2,095

3,162

50.93%

Performance of targets
The results of targets’ performance set forth in the 2017 General Shareholders Meeting (GSM 2017) is as
follows:
Unit: VND Million

No.

Targets

1

Net revenue

2

Profit after tax

Performance 2017

Targets 2017

Performance/
Targets

3,209,070.77

3,243,240.00

98.95%

192,616.11

177,772.50

108.35%

Net revenue in 2017 only reached 98.95% of target set out at GSM 2017, due to the dissolution two spinning
factories, which led to decrease of yarn sales in the fourth quarter; and Company narrowed down some
inefficient product categories.
However, after-tax profit of Company still grows well, exceeding 8.35% compared to target thanks to other
revenue.
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MR. KIM DONG JU
GENERAL DIRECTOR
Personal information
Gender: Male
Year of Birth: 1967
Nationality: Korean
Qualification: Bachelor of Business Administration - Yonsei University
Number of shares owned by individual: 07 shares accounting for 0% of charter capital
Number of shares owned by representative: 0 share
Position in other organizations
Member of Inspection Committee of Savimex Export Import JSC, Vietnam
Vice Chairman of BOD of SYVINA Joint Stock Company, Vietnam
Employment history:
From 4/2015 to 3/2018: General Director of Thanh Cong Textile Garment - Investment - Trading Joint Stock
Company
faceperit, suntem aut vero
faceperit, suntem aut vero
From 2012 - 3/2015: Deputy General Director of Thanh
Textile
,te Cong
nis evel
est Garment - Investment
,te nis- Trading
evel est Joint
Stock Company
Berro beaqui cus aut volupta tationes
beaqui cus aut volupta tationes
From 2011 - 2012: Internal Audit Director
of Thanh Cong Textile GarmentBerro
- Investment
- Trading Joint
molum inullo dolorum fugitas nim
molum inullo dolorum fugitas nim
Stock Company
volesseribus dolupis dolupienihic
volesseribus dolupis dolupienihic
From 2007 - 3/2011: Chief Executive Officer
of AMORE
COUTURE,
LA, USAfacepero bearchi quates
ernatquossi
facepero bearchi
quates INC.ernatquossi
eatio.
Nam
idio
eliquas
eos
utatem.
eatio.
Nam idio eliquas eos utatem.
From 2005 - 2006: Chief Financial Officer of DAESUNG AMERICA, INC., USA
Itatem in rempel inisdoluptam ulpari
Itatem in rempel inisdoluptam ulpari
From 1998 - 2005: Chief Executive Officer cum Chief Financial Officer of E.land Vietnam, Vietnam
omniminihil, seque consedi velis que
omniminihil, seque consedi velis que
From 1994 - 2008: Head of Accounting Department
E.land
Korea
voles nia sequiatofquas
vent Korea
expedi Company,
voles nia
sequiat quas vent expedi

78%

22%

berferrovid quidunt volupta
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berferrovid quidunt volupta

MR. LEE EUN HONG
DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR
Personal information
Gender: Male
Year of Birth: 1961
Nationality: Korean
Qualification: Electrical Engineer - Bachelor of Business Management
Number of shares owned by individual: 0 share
Number of shares owned by representative: 0 share
Position in other organizations
•
None
Employment history:
From 3/2018 – present: General Director of Thanh Cong Textile Garment – Investment – Trading Joint Stock
Company
From 12/2017 – 3/2018: Deputy General Director cum Member of BOD of Thanh Cong Textile Garment Investment - Trading Joint Stock Company
From 4/2015 - 2017: Member of BOD of Thanh Cong Textile Garment - Investment - Trading Joint Stock
Company
From 2009 - 3/2015: General Director cum Member of BOD of Thanh Cong Textile Garment - Investment
- Trading Joint Stock Company
From 2006 - 2009: Chief strategy officer - E-Land Korea, Korea
From 1996 - 2005: E-Land Srilanka Company, Srilanka
From 1993 - 1995: E-Land Vietnam Company, Vietnam
From 1990 - 1993: E- Land Group (E-Land World), Korea
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MR. LEE DONG SEOK
DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR
Personal information
Gender: Male
Year of Birth: 1967
Nationality: Korean
Qualification: Bachelor of Laws
Number of shares owned by individual: 0 share
Number of shares represented for E-land Asia Holdings Pte., Ltd: 22,334,338 shares, accounting for 43,24%
of charter capital
Position in other organizations:
Director of E-land Asia Holdings Pte. Ltd., Singapore
Employment history:
From 10/2017 to present: Deputy General
Director
cumaut
Chief
Officersuntem
of Thanh
Cong Textile
faceperit,
suntem
veroOperation
faceperit,
aut vero
Garment - Investment - Trade Joint Stock Company
,te nis evel est
,te nis evel est
From 10/2017 to 3/2018: Alternative Member of BOD of Thanh Cong Textile Garment - Investment - Trading
Berro beaqui cus aut volupta tationes
Berro beaqui cus aut volupta tationes
Joint Stock Company
molum inullo dolorum fugitas nim
molum inullo dolorum fugitas nim
From 2014 - 2017: E-land China Company, China
volesseribus dolupis dolupienihic
volesseribus dolupis dolupienihic
From 2011 - 2014: E-land India Company,
India
ernatquossi facepero bearchi quates
ernatquossi facepero bearchi quates
From 1993 - 2011: E-land China Company,
China
eatio. Nam
idio eliquas eos utatem.
eatio. Nam idio eliquas eos utatem.

78%

22%

Itatem in rempel inisdoluptam ulpari
omniminihil, seque consedi velis que
voles nia sequiat quas vent expedi
berferrovid quidunt volupta
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Itatem in rempel inisdoluptam ulpari
omniminihil, seque consedi velis que
voles nia sequiat quas vent expedi
berferrovid quidunt volupta

MS. NGUYEN MINH HAO
CHIEF ACCOUNTANT
Personal information
Gender: Female
Year of Birth: 1973
Nationality: Vietnamese
Qualification:
• Master of Business Administration in Finance - Columbia Southern University - USA (2009)
• Bachelor of English - Quy Nhon University (2003)
• Bachelor of Credit and Accounting - Ho Chi Minh City University of Banking (1994)
Number of shares owned by individual: 0 share
Number of shares owned by representative: 0 share
Position in other organizations
Head of Inspection Committee of Thanh Cong Securities Joint Stock Company, Vietnam
Head of Inspection Committee of SY Vina JSC, Vietnam
Head of Inspection Committee of Thanh Quang Joint Stock Company, Vietnam
Employment history:
From 2010 to present: Chief Accountant cum Member of BOD of Thanh Cong Textile Garment - Investment
- Trading Joint Stock Company
From 6/2009 to 12/2009: Investment Manager of Thanh Cong Textile Garment - Investment - Trading Joint
Stock Company
From 9/1995 to 5/2009: Chief Accountant - Quy Nhon Plantation Forest Co., Ltd, Vietnam
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ORGANIZATION AND HUMAN RESOURCE

Amendments of the Board of Managers

Some policies for workers

Since 25th October, 2017, Mr. Lee Dong Seok is appointed as the Company’s Deputy General Director and CEO.
Since 18th December, 2017, Mr. Lee Eun Hong is appointed as Deputy General Director of the Company.
Since 14th March, 2018, Mr. Lee Eun Hong is appointed as General Director of Company

Labor structure
Until 31/12/2017, the total number of employees of the Company is 4,888 persons with the following criteria:
No.

Criteria

Quantity
(person)

Proportion (%)

4,888

100.00%

I

According to education status

1

Graduate and postgraduate

305

6.24%

2

College, professional intermediate

327

6.69%

3

Elementary and technical workers

5

0.10%

4

Unskilled labor

4,251

86.97%

II

According to the labor object

4,888

100.00%

1

Direct labor

4,072

83.31%

2

Indirect labor

816

16.69%

According to gender

4,888

100.00%

1

Male

2,040

41.73%

2

Female

2,848

58.27%

III

Some policies for workers

Other welfare regimes:
• Holiday bonus, 13th month salary, year-end performance bonus
• Mid-shift meal
• On-site physical improving
• Periodically check health, annual occupational disease, gynecological examination
• Uniforms and labor protection
• Other allowances: Gratuity, funeral allowance, child allowance; annual vacation; business
trip allowance; Company’s bus service, gasoline allowance
• In addition, the Company also creates conditions for employees to participate in cultural
and sports activities and other spiritual activities organized by the Trade Union, the Youth
Union on the occasion of the celebration in the year such as: International Women Day,
International Children Day, Company’s Birth Day 16/8 and New Year events.
Training, recruitment and attracting talents policies
• In a market where the competitiveness of the Company is increasing highly, the requirements
of customers for the Company’s products is also increasing, the recruitment of skilled
and experienced workers is extremely important. Specifying this, the Company has set
accurate standards for each position and title as required. The most basic requirement
for employees in the Company is professional level, initiative, creativity and enthusiasm
in work. Depending on the importance of each vacancy, the requirements for applicants
shall be vary. For executive managers, the recruitment requirements will be more rigorous,
including professional qualifications from university or above, working experience, ability
to analyze, forecast, present, evaluate, and use foreign language, computer. In addition, the
Company has a policy of actively seeking and attracting talents, as well as promulgating
special salary and bonus schemes for excellent and experienced employees in related fields
to enhance their royalty to the Company.
• In addition to focusing on attracting skilled human resources, Company has taken measures
to actively improve staff by providing internal training, on-the-job training and encouraging
young staffs enhancing their professional qualifications.

Company’s managers believe that building a proper working regime is the first and fundamental step in the
policy to create a healthy and comfortable working environment for employees; this helps to improve the
working efficiency as well as the long-term relationship with the Company.
Employment regime: Company sets clear criteria on working time and conditions to ensure
full benefits for employees. Company always implements entire policies for employees under
the Labor Code and the Law on Social Insurance such as: signing labor contracts, working
hours and rest periods, holidays, annual and personal leaves; overtime payment, night shift
allowance; social insurance, health insurance; labor discipline; policy on women workers;
labor safety - protection.

Working conditions: The employee is provided with adequate means of labor protection and
equipped with the necessary working tools, machinery and equipment to ensure the quality as
prescribed; ensure occupational safety and health conditions in the workplace in accordance
with current regulations of the State.
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PERFORMANCE OF INVESTMENT PROJECTS IN 2017
Operation of subsidiaries, associated companies
Subsidiaries

Thanh Cong Medical Center Joint Stock Company
Targets

PERFORMANCE OF INVESTMENT
PROJECTS IN 2017

Unit

2016

2017

2017 vs. 2016

Total assets

VND

28,248,645,352

29,797,349,608

105.48%

Total revenue

VND

35,320,960,640

40,380,659,001

114.32%

Profit after tax

VND

2,607,170,303

3,042,935,221

116.71%

7%

8%

102.09%

Profit after tax margin

%

Thanh Cong - Vinh Long One Member Limited Liability Company (*)
Targets

Projects in 2017
In 2017, the Company did not make new
investments, mainly for maintenance and
reparation of factories, workshops and
machines. In particular, Company focuses
on upgrading the system of machinery
and equipment in the Dyeing and Knitting
Factories.

Other long-term investments
Until 31/12/2017, the Company has
maintained the long-term investment
portfolio from previous years and there is
no new investment transaction occurred:

Unit: VND
Unit name

Investment expense

Spinning

4,011,194,568

Weaving

11,038,433,438

Knitting

34,009,375,380

Dyeing

24,961,390,010

Sewing

6,265,552,226

Company Office

6,901,347,924

Total

87,187,293,546
Unit: VND

Other investment, capital contribution units
Viet Thang Textile Joint Stock Company

Total investment, capital contribution
125,000,000

Thang Loi Textile & Garment Joint Stock Company

1,576,000,000

Unit

2016

2017

2017 vs. 2016

Total assets

VND

240,066,462,561

208,467,971,498

86.84%

Total revenue

VND

103,701,782,780

120,854,618,032

116.54%

Profit after tax

VND

- 62,095,273,571

- 46,182,854,498

74.37%

-60%

-38%

63.82%

Profit after tax margin

%

(*) Since December 29, 2017, Thanh Cong - Vinh Long Limited Liability Company was officially merged into
the mother company (TCM) according to the Resolution of the General Shareholders No. 06/2017/NQ - DHCD
dated December 29, 2017. The Company is currently carrying out legal procedures after the merger, which is
expected to be completed in the first half of 2018.
TC E.Land Company Limited (*)
Targets

Unit

2016

2017

2017 vs. 2016

Total assets

VND

6,294,557,802

6,379,241,608

101.35%

Total revenue

VND

11,663,967,269

5,760,615,778

49.39%

Profit after tax

VND

2,482,147,938

264,529,478

10.66%

21%

5%

21.58%

Profit after tax margin

%

(*) The Company is carrying out dissolution procedures in accordance with Resolution No. 14/2017/NQHDQT dated 25/10/2017. It is expected to complete the dissolution procedures in the first half of 2018.

Hue Textile Garment Joint Stock Company

793,000,000

Thanh Quang Joint Stock Company: Not yet put into operation.

SY Vina Joint Stock Company

883,450,000

TC Tower Company Limited:
The Company is in the process of implementing legal procedures to put into operation

Joint Stock Commercial Bank For Foreign Trade of Viet Nam
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2,449,600,000
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PERFORMANCE OF INVESTMENT PROJECTS IN 2017

Financial status:

Associated company

With the prestige and quality of products, the brand name of the Company is increasingly strengthened and
enhanced in the context of economy with obvious recovery. The production lines of Company are gradually
being invested with advanced technology and quality assurance products. The Company’s traditional customers
are partners who have a strong relationship with Company for many years and always place a permanent
considerable number of orders. In addition, the Company also regularly focuses on promoting sales, marketing
and developing customer networks.

Thanh Chi Joint Stock Company (*)
Targets
Total assets

Unit

2016

2017

2017 vs. 2016

VND

155,443,877,765

167,825,947,419

107.97%

Total revenue

VND

84,365,279,652

73,806,424,368

87.48%

Profit after tax

VND

2,424,187,112

3,764,205,420

155.28%

3%

5%

177.49%

Profit after tax margin

%

(*) Since December 27, 2017, Thanh Chi Joint Stock Company is no longer an associated company of TCM.
The Company transferred 47.43% of the total chartered capital of Thanh Chi Joint Stock Company pursuant to
Resolution No. 26/2010/NQ-HDQT dated 03/8/2010 of the Board of Directors of TCM.
Thanh Cong Securities Joint Stock Company
Targets

Key financial indicators:
No.

Financial indicators

I
1
2
II
1
2
III
1
2
IV
1

Solvency
Short-term payment ratio
Quick ratio
Capital structure
Debt ratio/Total assets
Debt ratio/Equity
Performance Capacity
Inventory turnover
Net revenue/Total assets (average)
Profitability
Coefficient of Profit after tax/Net revenue

Unit

2016

2017

Time
Time

0.89
0.40

0.99
0.49

67.54
208.05

64.70
183.25

Turn
Turn

3.46
1.05

3.53
1.10

%

3.75

6.00

%
%

Unit

2016

2017

2017 vs. 2016

Total assets

VND

348,328,405,754

324,304,523,003

93.10%

2

Coefficient of Profit after tax/Equity (average)

%

11.58

19.39

Total revenue

VND

42,141,968,875

20,027,508,106

47.52%

3

Coefficient of Profit after tax/Total assets
(average)

%

3.93

6.58

Profit after tax

VND

9,394,567,895

- 24,135,775,169

-256.91%

4

Coefficient of Operating Profit/Net Revenue

%

4.55

6.01

22%

-121%

-540.60%

Profit after tax margin

%

In term of solvency

Thanh Phuc Construction Investment Joint Stock Company: Not yet put into operation.
Vung Tau Golf Tourism Joint Stock Company: Not yet put into operation.

FINANCIAL STATUS

Financial status:
No.

Unit: VND Million
Targets

2016

2017

Increase / decrease
2016

In general, Company is gradually improving
its solvency indicators when both current
solvency and quick ratios increase 0.99 times
and 0.49 times respectively. With the current
payment ratio, Company can easily pay its
short-term debt.

1

Total assets

2,820,393.53

3,035,381.72

7.62%

2

Net revenue

3,070,604.04

3,209,070.77

4.51%

In term of operational capacity

3

Profit from operation

139,680.72

192,894.18

38.10%

4

Other profits

-6,404.33

42,257.32

The operating capacity of Company was stable
with inventory turnover of ~ 3.5 turns and
asset turnover of ~ 1.1 turns.

5

Profit before tax

133,276.39

235,151.49

76.44%

6

Profit after tax

115,038.34

192,616.11

67.44%
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In term of capital structure

Capital structure decreased in 2017, in
particular, the Debt/Total Assets ratio
decreased from 67.54% to 64.7% and the Debt/
Equity ratio dropped sharply from 208.05% to
183.25%. This reflects Company active use of
financial leverage although in 2017 its assets
and equity increased

In term of profitability

Thanh Cong - Vinh Long factory has reduced
losses, more than VND 10 billion compared
to the same previous period; and the shift
of revenue structure from yarn to fabric has
helped the profitability indicators significantly
improved. The most impressive is the ROE
ratio, grows from 11.58% to 19.39%.
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SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE, AMENDMENT OF
OWNER’S INVESTMENT CAPITAL

Shareholder structure

Shares

No.

Object

Number of shares

Proportion (%)

100,450

0.19%

26,243,004

50.81%

5,747,092

11.13%

- Individual

20,495,912

39.68%

Foreign shareholders

25,310,375

49.00%

- Organization

25,171,364

48.73%

139,011

0.27%

1

Treasury shares

2

Domestic shareholders
- Organization

3

- Individual

List of major shareholders
Name of organization/ Registration number
individual
of ownership
Eland Asia Holding
Pte.ltd

CA2946

Address
50 Raffles place, #11-03B
Singapore land tower
Singapore 048623

Number Ratio/charter
of shares
capital
22,334,338

43.24%

Changes in owner’s equity

Number of shares: 51,653,829 shares
Par value shares: VND 10,000
Number of preferred shares: None
Number of ordinary shares: 51,653,829 shares
Number of treasury shares: 100,450 shares
Number of outstanding shares: 51,553,379 shares
Number of shares transferred freely: 51,553,379 shares
Number of shares with restricted transfer: 0 share

In 2017, Company has paid dividends to its existing shareholders at a ratio of 100:5 - Shareholder who holds
100 shares at the closing time of shareholders’ list, shall receive 5 bonus shares. As the result, charter capital of
Company increased from 49,199,951 shares to 51,653,829 shares.
Treasury share transactions: Until 31/12/2017, the number of treasury shares of the Company is 100,450 shares.
In 2017, the Company did not buy/sell treasury shares.
Other securities: None.

Shareholder structure
Number of shares

Ownership ratio/
Charter capital

22,334,338

43.24%

0

0%

- Foreign

22,334,338

43.24%

Other shareholders

29,219,041

56.57%

- Domestic

26,243,004

50.81%

2,976,037

5.76%

100,450

0.19%

51,653,829

100.00%

No.

Object

1

Major shareholder (owns ≥ 5% of charter
capital)
- Domestic

2

- Foreign
3

Treasury shares
TOTAL
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CHAPTER III: REPORT AND
APPRAISAL OF BOARD OF MANAGERS
Đánh giá kết quả hoạt động sản xuất kinh doanh
Appraisal on business and manufacture performance

The textile and garment industry was set to start in 2017 with significant adverse effects from major export
markets as the United States withdrew from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and post-Brexit Agreement
(The UK leaves the European Union) affecting the market, along with the bleak situation of the industry, this
led to many difficulties in late 2016, early 2017. However, from the second quarter of 2017, Vietnam's textile
and garment industry has steadily stabilized, surpassed the challenges, and brought the total export turnover
to USD 31 billion, increasing by 10.23% compared to the same period in 2016.
Look at the domestic and foreign economic picture together with the actual operation of the Company, the
results of business and manufacture performance of the Company in 2017 are as follows:
Targets

Business Environment in 2017
In 2017, the business environment of Vietnam ranked 68 out of 190 economies, which
increase by 14 levels and surpass China. It can be seen that in the past year, the Government
of Vietnam has implemented a series of policies to improve the business environment,
enhance competitiveness by direct meetings with the private sector. Resolution No. 19/2016/
NQ-CP, Resolution No. 35/2016/NQ-CP on improving the business environment, enhancing
national competitiveness, supporting the SME sector has been implemented effectively.

Unit

Performance Performance Performance Performance 2017 vs.
2016
2017
2017
vs. target
2016

Net revenue

VND Billion

3,071

3,243

3,209

99%

105%

Profit before tax

VND Billion

133

209

235

112%

176%

%

4%

6%

7%

114%

169%

%

15%

20%

22%

110%

151%

%

10%

10%

10%

100%

100%

Profit before tax/
Net revenue ratio
Profit before tax/
Equity ratio
Dividends/Charter
capital

Statistics released by the General Statistics
Office show that Vietnam's economy
is growing steadily. The growth record
is attributed to the strong rise of the
economy in the second half of the year.
The growth rate of over 7% in the third and
fourth quarters is a blow, making the 6.7%
growth target seemingly "impossible" to
be a new "mark" of Vietnam's economy;
and surpassing all expectations of the
international organizations, economic
experts and the Government of Vietnam.
Last year, the growth of the economy
has contributed significantly to the
manufacturing and processing industry
with an increase of 14.5%, which is higher
than the same period of last year. The
year 2017 also marked a record number
of new enterprises. The country has
126,859 new registered enterprises with
a total registered capital of VND 1,295.9
trillion, increasing by 15.2% in number of
enterprises and 45.4% in registered capital
compared to 2016. Along with that, free
trade agreements are in force to promote
the import and export between Vietnam
and other markets in the world.
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Generally, in 2017, the Company's revenue
was only 99% of the target, but profit before
tax was 112%.
The revenue was not as expected because
the Company has dissolved two spinning
factories. In particular, one in Tan Binh
Industrial Zone and one in Duc Hoa
district, Long An province. As a result, the
revenue from yarn products has decreased
compared to the original plan.
Besides, in order to restructure capital, the
Company has restructured its long-term
investment projects, transferred rights of
leasing land in Xuyen A Industrial Zone
and charter capital in Thanh Chi Joint Stock
Company. Therefore, the Company's pretax profit was 112% of the target.
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Improvement in 2017

Appraisal on business and manufacture performance
Revenue
The revenue structure of 2016 and 2017 has not changed much with the net sales of finished products
contributing the highest value. In 2017, this value increased by nearly 5% compared to the previous year.
Following is net revenue from services and finally other revenue contributes negligible.
In terms of total revenue, sales and services increased 4.51% mainly due to the contribution of textile and
apparel industry.
Cost
In terms of operating cost structure, in 2017, there is not much change in the order of proportion of components
of total operating expenses of the Company. Cost of goods sold accounts for the highest proportion of over 88%
over the years. The cost of enterprise management, sales costs maintained at a stable level. Other expenses are
not significant .

•

•

•

After evaluating the Company's performance,
TCM has focused on the production capacity of
the knitting and dyeing industry, supplying the
need for finished garment to sewing factories.
The Thanh Cong - Vinh Long factory has been
operating stably in order to exploit the most
effective products from the sewing order and
woven fabric exports.
In 2017, the Company succeeded in researching
new technologies to create knitting items with
special features such as keep warm, super
elastic, smooth, not hairy, safe for wearers.

In terms of production cost structure, raw materials are always the biggest factor in the group of factors of
production. In 2017, the total cost increased by 6.19% compared to the same previous period, raw material
cost and labor cost increased by 7.5%, while the cost of outsourced services in the third place dropped to
3.48%. In addition, the fixed asset depreciation expense increased sharply by 23% as the Company invested
more machinery and equipment. The remaining factors tended to increase as with raw materials; however, the
contribution was negligible.
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Assets

REPORT AND APPRAISAL OF
BOARD OF MANAGERS

In terms of structure of each group of assets, the proportion of short-term and long-term assets is as follows:

•

•

Assets

Liabilities

Analyze the situation of assets, fluctuations in assets situation

No.

2016

2017

% Increase/Decrease

1

Short-term assets

1,310,067.61

1,606,527.19

22.63%

2

Long-term assets

1,510,325.92

1,428,854.53

-5.39%

3

Total assets

2,820,393.53

3,035,381.72

7.62%

In 2017, short term assets increased by 22.63% over the same previous period mainly due to an increase in
cash and cash equivalents, short-term receivables and inventories. In contrast to short-term assets, the value
of long-term assets decreased slightly by 5.39% due to the transfer of leasing land rights. The increase of shortterm assets resulted in a 7.62% increase in total assets compared to 2016.
Asset structure in the period 2013-2016 was tilted to long-term assets with a weight of about 55% of total assets.
In 2017, this structure has shifted to short-term assets - accounting for 52.93% of total assets.
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Unit: VND Billion

Unit: VND Million

Criteria
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Short-term asset structure Inventory is a major proportion, accounting for over 50% of total short-term
assets, falling in finished products, unfinished production costs and raw materials; this is a characteristic of
the textile industry. Short-term receivables accounted for 29.57% of total short-term assets. The Company’s
major counterparts include Eland World LTD, Eddie Bauer LLC, Kmart Corporation and E-land Asia
Holdings Pte.Ltd. Other short-term assets accounted for a small proportion of total short-term assets.
Long-term asset structure: Fixed assets accounted for 82.93% of total long-term assets; long-term
prepayments and long-term financial investments contributed 8.1% and 7.1%, respectively to total longterm assets. Other long-term assets are insignificant

No.

Criteria

2016

2017

% Increase/Decrease

1

Short-term liabilities

1,468,018.77

1,626,471.05

10.79%

2

Long-term liabilities

436,802.76

337,292.40

-22.78%

3

Total liabilities

1,904,821.53

1,963,763.45

3.09%

Due to working capital demand for production and business activities, Company uses short-term debt mainly.
In particular, short-term loans accounted for the largest proportion with 59.57%, in 2017, short-term liabilities
increased by 10.79% compared to the same previous period, accounting for 82.82% of total liabilities. During
the year, long-term loans and financial liabilities matured, and the Company paid the loan to E-Land Asia
Holdings Pte., Ltd leading long-term liabilities fell sharply by 22.78%. Long-term liabilities accounted for only
a small proportion of the liabilities structure, leading to an increase of 3.09% in total liabilities.
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Repayment status
In fact, Company always attaches importance to risk management in general and especially to liquidity risk. The
Board of Managers always monitors risk management activities by regularly monitoring current and expected
payment requirements in order to maintain adequate amounts of cash and loans and monitor actual cash flows
with the intention to minimize the effect of fluctuations in cash flow of the Company.

Effect of interest differences
Unit: VND Million
No.

REPORT AND APPRAISAL OF BOARD OF MANAGERS

Criteria

2016

2017

1

Short-term loans

893,514.23

968,875.82

2

Long-term loans

391,549.44

293,549.05

3

Cost of borrowing

37,659.02

47,846.98

4

Interest expense/Net revenue

1.23%

1.49%

Total interest in 2017 is VND 47.8 billion, increasing by 27.05% compared to 2016. The interest expense/net
revenue ratio was 1.49%, it was low and reflected that the Company did not face much risks of interest rate
fluctuations.
The sensitivity of loans to interest rate changes may occur at a reasonable level in interest rates. Assuming
that other variables do not change, if the interest rate of floating-rate loans increases/decreases by 200 basis
points, the Company’s pre-tax profit for the 12-month period ends on 31/12/2017 will decrease/increase VND
22,373,068,936 (12 month period ended 31/12/2016 is VND 23,327,464,050).

Liabilities

Effect of exchange rate difference
Unit: VND Million
Indebtedness

Repayment status
Targets

Unit: VND Billion
Below 1 year

Over 1 year

2016

2017

+/-

2016

2017

+/-

41.40

43.1

4.1%

77.29

100.70

30.3%

Loans

821.05

890.88

8.45%

314.26

192.85

-38.63%

Trade payables and
other payables

261.05

306.36

17.36%

Accrued expenses

11.34

12.70

11.99%

0.47

1,165.90

1,287.93

10.5%

392.02

Finance lease
liabilities

Total
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293.55

-25.1%

United States Dollars (USD)

Asset

31/12/2017

31/12/2016

31/12/2017

31/12/2016

1,152,280.0

1,178,421.2

504,166.6

347,441.5

5.4

5.0

19.3

18.9

504,191.3

347,465.4

Euro (EUR)
Japanese Yen (JPY)
Total

1,152,280.0

1,178,421.2

As a result of transactions with some markets in the world, the Company is affected by changes in exchange
rates of USD and Euro. Foreign currency sensitivity analysis is only applied for the balances of monetary assets
denominated in foreign currencies at the year-end and adjusts the revaluation of these items when it changes
5% in exchange rates. If USD/VND exchange rates increase/decrease by 5%, profit before tax of the Company
shall decrease/increase by VND 32,405,669,615 respectively (2016: VND 41,548,988,678).
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IMPROVEMENTS IN ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE, POLICIES, MANAGEMENT

ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

POLICY

In 2017, the Company regularly organized
training courses for team leaders, managers, and
department heads. Initially, there have been some
certain effects in their performance. Creating
planning was done in a more customized way.
The spinning factories was completely restructured
by the Company with the dissolution of spinning
factory No.2 and spinning factory No.3, while the
product was transformed into spinning factory
No.1 and concentrate on new items so that the
knitting fabric sale department could develop
customers, thereby contributing to improve
business efficiency for the industry and the whole
Company.
The expansion of orders is accelerated, in 2017, the
Company has established export sale team named
A2 to penetrate, seek orders and develops in the
US market.
The R&BD - Research & Business Development
Department was continuing to invest and develop,
which promote more research and development of
new products and markets, the R & D department
of sewing factory was established in 2017 to meet
the tastes of the market.

In general, Company continues to pursue a major
development strategy with the goal of “Faster Better - Cheaper”. Gradually complete the value
chain, maximizing the benefits for the Company
and shareholders.
For the employees, Company gradually reformed
the salary increase, bonus, allowances and
welfare policies according to the performance of
employees. Since then, it increases commitment to
employees in the Company.
ADMINISTRATION AND
MANAGEMENT
In 2017, Company shall step by step develop
KPIs, implement and improve new performance
management systems under KPIs, improve
processes and promotion policy of staff; build sense
of responsibility, self-sense of each management
level, each employee, take initiative in performing
their tasks. In addition, the Company always creates
the best working conditions for the employees in
order to increase the labor productivity and the
efficiency of labor in the Company.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

World Garment Market Forecast for 2016-2021
Year

USD Billion

% Growth

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

842.7
872.3
903.9
937.4
970.9
1,004.6

5.5
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.6
3.5

Compounded Annual Growth Rate

3.6

Based on actual production and business in 2017 and forecast for 2018, BOM has set the targets for the year
2018 as follows:

In 2017, the textile and garment industry diversified its export markets, besides main
export markets such as: US, EU, Japan, South Korea which still achieved good growth,
some markets which had the breakthrough as: China, Russia, Cambodia,...

It witnessed the diversification of export items
besides traditional textiles and garments,
furthermore value items such as fabric, fiber,
geotextile, textile and garment accessories
also increased rapidly. After the United States
withdrew from the TPP, textile exports faced
many difficulties in the first half of 2017. However,
by the end of the year, Vietnam’s textile and
garment surplus reached the peak of high record,
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to get over USD 3.5 billion. In addition, exports of
nonwovens and raw materials also reached USD 1.7
billion.
In 2017, Vietnam’s textile and garment industry has
not many advantages, but it still grows over 10%
compared with 2016. It is forecasted that in year 2018
it shall grow by 10-12% compared to 2017, reaching
USD 34.4-35 billion; the textile and garment
industry may continue to be the second largest
source of foreign currency for Vietnam. APEC 2017
held in Da Nang in November 2017 provided an
opportunity for strengthening cooperation among
21 intra-regional economies, based on the principles
of open and mutual dialogue, equality, voluntary and
mutual benefit, shaping the future of cooperation
after 2020 for sustainable growth.
APEC 2017 in Vietnam was an opportunity for domestic garment enterprises to contact large investors and
buyers. This was also an opportunity for businesses to evaluate its capabilities with APEC members and improve
its ability to develop new markets.
The global garment market is forecasted to reach USD 1,004.6 billion by 2021, increasing by 19.2% since 2016.
The compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of the market for the period 2015-2020 is expected to be 3.6%.
Asia-Pacific accounts for 60.7% of the world textile market and Europe accounts for 15.0% of the market.

leading in the export sector and it is expected to
grow, especially when the Comprehensive and
Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership
(CPTPP) shall be implemented. After many years of
dependence on imported raw materials, textile and
garment industry has gained the localization rate
significantly after the investment period. Domestic
yarn and cotton in 2017 has been exported to many
well-known markets, which turnover is estimated
46

No.

Aspect

Unit

Target 2018

1

Net revenue

VND Billion

3,166

2

Profit before tax

VND Billion

237

3

Profit before tax/Net revenue ratio

%

7%

4

Profit before tax/Equity ratio

%

21%

5

Dividends/Charter capital

%

12%

Explanation of the Board of Managers on auditing opinions
None
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CHAPTER IV: APPRAISAL OF
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ON
OPERATION OF THE COMPANY

Overview of Vietnam economic situation, textile and garment industry
Overview of textile and garment industry
•

Assessment on economic situation and textile industry in 2017

Overview of global economic situation
•

•

World economy has faced to unforeseen changes due to negative effects of political issues, upward
trend of economics protectionism and nationalism. Besides, rocket change of technology has also
affected on economy in general view together with textile and garment industry.
However, there were several positive factors of economic situation in 2017 as below:
-- International Monetary Fund (IMF) recently states that prediction on worldwide economy
growth in 2017 and 2018 is 3.6% and 3.7% respectively. Both figures are higher than
expected on 23rd July, 2017; the former is 3.5%, while the latter is 3.6%.
-- Most of wealthy nations have upward trend of economic growth in 2017, such as the
United States of America (around 2.2%), China (6.7%), India (7.2%), Japan (1.3%),
Canada (2.5%), European countries (2.1%) and the United Kingdom (1.7%).
--

•
•

•

Total export turn-over got 31.1 billion USD (while target is 30.0 billion USD) and increased 10.6% compared
to such figure in 2016. Textile and garment industry in Vietnam is till trade surplus, particularly, turn-over
of export surplus reached 15.5 billion USD which is higher than it in 2016.
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) has been pending, which led to much more negative effects on
textile and garment industry such as the amount of foreign investment decreased; the attraction of orders
for domestic enterprises, lack of huge orders for production during first months of 2017.
The number of foreign direct investment enterprises (FDI) has increased (contributed around 70% of total
export turn-over in this industry) which put much pressure on domestic enterprises. On the other hand,
the increase of FDI enterprise also pushes domestic enterprises to enhance their potential abilities which
made their products be more competitive and attractive.
Domestic enterprises had faced to a large number of difficulties, such as, high pressure on expenses
including salary, social insurance, healthcare insurance; upward trend of yarn and cotton (in 2017, average
price of imported cotton was 1.85 USD/kg which increased by 15% compared to previous one; similarly,
average price of imported yarn was 2.02 USD/kg, which increased by 8.3% compared to previous one)

Prediction on economy and textile garment industry in 2018
•

•
•
•

IMF forecasts that world economy shall have potential development with approximately 3.7% of growth
rate in 2018; especially wealthy nations like the United States of America, China and India shall have a
rocket increase. Notwithstanding, in the field of textile and garment industry, trade protectionism and
politicism shall remain and seriously affect to enterprises.
Asian Development Bank (ADB) predicts that growth rate of Vietnam shall reach around 6.7% this year.
There shall be a critical competition on selling price due to tariff-free in Euroupe Zone (EU) and the USA
for some countries such as Cambodia, Myanmar, etc. Differently, Vietnam has beared high tariff in those
markets.
All negative factors such as increase on expense, salary and others complied laws shall make cost of
products rise significantly, as the result, selling price is unattractive. Competition of FDI enterprises in
Vietnam market together with Technology Revolution 4.0 are factors which put pressure on selling price
and eliminate enterprises not keeping up the development trend. Look at an angel view, it is predicted that
there shall be many potential opportunities and merits for textile and garment enterprises. In particular,
growth rate of textile and garment industry over the world shall increase by around 25% from now to 2025.
New promising markets or tariff-free shall be found through free trade agreements (FTAs). It is absolutely
admitted that labor market in Vietnam is young, cheap and potential. Last but not least, the Agreement
on Comprehensive and Progressive for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) is ratified; it shall push world
economy growths and create more trade advantages for this industry in 2018 and later

Overview of Vietnam economic situation, textile and garment industry

Overview of Vietnam economic situation
Thanks to efforts and determination of Government and enterprise committee; together with accurate
solutions and flexible management methods, Vietnam economics has gotten more positive results, even if
variety drawbacks and limited capacity has till remained:
• Growth rate of GDP reached 6.7% as target set by Government;
• Scale of GDP was 225 billion USD;
• GDP per capita was 2,400 USD
As the result, Vietnam received high evaluation from World Bank, especially, rank of business environment
is at the 68th out of 190 nations, which increases by 14 levels compared to its rank in 2016 (stood at the 82nd).
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APPRAISAL ON COMPANY’S PERFORMANCE
Business performance
The result of consolidated performance in 2017 of Company as follows:
Unit: VND Billion
2016
Targets

Revenue
Profit after tax

2017

Performance

Plan

Performance

Compared
to plan 2017

Compared to
performance in 2016

3,071

3,243

3,209

99%

105%

115

177

192

108%

167%

In 2017, Company’s revenue is 99%, income after tax is 108% in comparison with targets this year; growth rate
achieved 5% of revenue and 67% of income after tax compared to performance in previous year. Therefore,
Company completed targets on revenue as well as income after tax; especially profit is much higher than it in
2016.
However, there were several demerits such as: ineffective yarn sales could not reach the target; productivity of
new factory named Thanh Cong – Vinh Long (TCVL) increased gradually but loss has existed for last years;
several subsidiaries had deplorable performance. Those factors has affected to total revenue and income of
Company last year.
Reasons affecting to business performance in 2017:
Revenue was not high as expected: Price of yarn
which is produced by TCM is not competitive and
it also does not adapt the quality of export standard.
This led to sale on export yarn as well as domestic
yarn has had extremely low revenue or loss. As the
result, Company decided to cut loss by dissolution of
two spinning factories located on Tan Binh district in
HCMC and Duc Hoa district of Long An province.
Then, Company has more capital in order to invest
into other products which shall bring more benefits.
Revenue is much higher than same previous period:
• Income after tax occupied 108% of target and
increased by 67% compared to same previous
period, thanks to the majority number of
garment orders and woven fabric which was
absolutely higher than expected and significantly
contributed on total revenue of Company.
Moreover, other actions, like re-structure of
spinning factories, transferring right on using
land at Xuyen A Industrial Zone as well as
owner’s right of two subsidiaries (Thanh Quang
and Thanh Chi), shall enhance result of effective
operation to concentrate on development of
other major promising factories.
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Most of Weaving Factory, Knitting Factory
and Sewing Factory have fulfilled their targets
perfectly such as be proactive on production,
find out better solutions, focus on both quality
and quantity of products. This leads to the fact
that all customers’ requirements are completed.
Planning Departments, Merchandisers and
Back Office always support, co-operate, provides
advices and solutions to factories whenever any
matter arises in order to ensure all purchase
orders are shipped on time, which leads to the
effective business.
Last year, sale on yarn experienced a tone of
difficulties in selling price due to participation
of many fresh yarn suppliers with comparative
price. In contrast, our exported yarn has not
achieved customers’ requirements on quality,
which caused low revenue and loss. Besides,
yarn production had had to face to troubles for
many years. As the result, Company released
many solutions to cut loss by removing several
ineffective yarns and restructuring production
of high-revenue yarn which is used for export or
internal utilization.

Investment performance
•

•

•

•

Last year, investment activities of Company were
concentrated on increasing production capacity on
Knitting Factory, Dyeing Factory and Weaving Factory.
Thanks to this, the quantity of finished knitting fabric
has increased dramatically and it has reached high
demand of Sewing Factory, especially of TCVL Factory
which has already been stationary. Finally, the highly
effective orders via sewing products and exported
knitting fabric had been implemented well.
Expense on purchasing machines and devices of
Spinning Factories, Weaving Factory, Knitting Factory,
Dyeing Factory and Sewing Factory accounted for
90% of total yearly investment expense. This figure on
investment of factories’ offices together with back office
and re-building factories were 7% and 3% respectively.
Most investment capital was for manufacturing in
order to maximize profit of exported purchase orders.
It was considered carefully and not used on ineffective
production or other activities which had not brought
high returns or had no better solutions to improve.
Utilization of investment capital in 2017 is appraised
well, because it satisfied customers’ requests in general.
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PERFORMANCE RELATED TO ENVIRONMENTS,
SOCIETY AND COMMUNITIES

Community and social activities
•

•

•

Beside attempts and efforts to earn profit,
Company also run variety of social activities,
charities and donations in order to fulfill its
social responsibilities. In particular, there were
activities for the purpose of care for employees’
lives; supporting local under-condition living
standard families in which Company’s head
quarter, offices and factories located; scholarship
programs for poor employees’ children, local
youth and ethnic minority’s young generation
in whole country who have distinction learning
records; periodic sponsorship for three
orphanages; donating on building houses for
extreme poor families; participating in charity
activities of sewing community annually; and
other actions.
Result in 2017: total expense of CSR activities
increased by 9% compared to it at same
period in 2016 (total value is over 12 billion
dong); detail shall be presented by report of
Management Board.

•

Those social activities are concerned by BOD
and supported as well as contributed by entire
Company’s employees because of its meaning
and mission.
Sustainable development is an essential goal
of Company, because it is the best musthave requirement of any enterprise in the
globalization trend. Therefore, Company
always tries its best to create a parallel between
effective business, compliance of laws on
environment protection and development of
CSR activities. This action plays a vital role
on increasing competitive ability of Company
and attracting potential customers as well as
investors.

Other primary performance

ENVIRONMENT
Company has complied well and fully all
Research and Development (R&D)

environmentally-friendly commitments and laws

Company has run several
environmentally-f riendly
activities and training courses
to increase acquisition of labors
on protecting environment.
Company
attached
special
importance to solutions on
environmental monitoring in
production. Particularly, the
online auto observing system
of waste water was fitted from
August 2017 for the purpose of
better environmental control.
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It officially states that R&D has important
contribution for Company’s development
which invents the most promising products for
customers in order to attract more purchasers.
R&D Department invented several knitting
materials with special functions like keeping
warm, lightweight and stretchy, silky, mélange
effects which is comfortable and safety for
consumers. Although such materials have not
been attractive yet, its commercialization has
gotten positive results firstly and become premise
of upcoming better researches.

Company always achieve all
environmental
requirements
of inspectors and customers;
have system on environmental
monitoring based on standard
ISO14001-2015; and receive
temporary
certificate
on
Company’s System matching
standard ISO14001-2015 on
December 2017.
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Other primary performance

BOD’S APRAISALS ON BOM’S PERFORMANCE
Achievements

Product quality control procedure

Other majors

Quality control team (QA) works profesionally
and ensures quality of products in production
before delivery to customers. Therefore, now
most customers accept TCM’s self-inspection and
confirmation instead of third party’s inspection,
which accounted for 92% of total export amount
in 2017 and reduced shipment time. Moreover,
Company was certified on best quality control
and QA team also received certificate on quality
control and product inspection provide by the
USA’s customers like Sanmar, Sear, etc.

Company has professional teams such as
accounting, logistics, purchasing, etc. who work
effectively, have well co-operation and control
deeply all expenses by analyzing reasons of fee
increase and find out solutions; selecting banks
having the lowest financial fees; seeking better
suppliers and managing purchasing procedures;
controlling logistic and export processes; investing
system on fast tariff refund. Thus, capital is used
effectively. Company completes all policies on
accounting released by Government; complies
with entire requirements of accounting standards
of Government; saves and arranges all accounting
documents and dossiers in order to be always
available when receiving requirements of access,
checking and audit from Government.

Human resources

Company’s operation

Building and developing human resource is
always one of top priorities which absolutely
affects to all decisions on operation and strategy
of stable development of Company.
For the purpose of development of human
resource, Company maintains and upgrades all
policies for employees’ benefits; promotes wellperform staffs; holds training courses for workers;
and organizes programs on attracting young
talents.

Company concentrates on development of
ERP software, which is a management device
in whole Company, to control manufacture as
well as business via data analysis and provide intime solutions. Therefore, Company’s business
performance is more effective. Company applies
more modern equipments on management,
analyses, appraisal and operation, such as key
performance indicator (KPI) on assignments,
target control and employee appraisals; analyzing
profit by Profit map; improving manufacture by
Project Tree and Feedback Program, etc.
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•

•

Demerits and causes

BOM includes members who have experience
and knowlegde on business administration,
practical acquisition on textile - garment
industry and modern model of business
management, have strategic vision on planing
and always comply with the targets.
Profit and benefits of Company are first goals
of BOM’s actions. BOM are extremely highly
responsible for their missions and achieved
high performance on manufacture and
business in the year 2017. Last year, BOM
had determination on operation, especially
on business innovation. It is presented by
restructuring of business, such as narrowing
scale of spinning, transfering capitals or
restructuring ineffective subsidiaries. Thus,
Company’s performance was improved
effectively. BOM is creative and active in
management, operation proved by incessantly
seeking and applying technology software
like ERP software for whole production and
business of Company; KPI equipment for
improving and enhancing employees’ working
effect; and other modern equipments. For the
purpose of development of human resource,
BOM maintains and upgrades all policies for
employees’ benefits; promotes well-perform
staffs; holds training courses for workers;
and organizes programs on attracting young
talents. BOM strictly complies entire missions
and competences which are mentioned
at Company’s Charter as well as thier
responsibilities and obligations according to
laws.

•

•

•
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Low profit and loss of spinning and yarn sale
affected to final result of revenue and profit of
Company in 2017.
-- Reasons:
dramactical
increase
of
comparision on yarn price; many wealthy
newcomers invest in spinning in Vietnam,
while Company has not been active in
market analysis and could not release
suitable solutions to improve and approach
customers’ demands.
-- Solutions: Company decided to remove
ineffective products and restructure
spinning factories and focus on potential
products. In practice, restructuring of
spinning factories could cut loss and
increase revenue of such field. Howerver,
this matter shall be considered and
developed in 2018 continuously.
Focus on analyzing some certain orders which
have still low returns, in order to recognize
disadvantages, causes and solutions. By this,
Company shall consider whole production
management to ensure effectiveness of
exported products and select most effective
purchase orders. BOM shall seek much better
solutions in upcoming year.
There were still some demerits of Company’s
performance, including: productivity of
TCVL has not been achieved targets, loss has
existed; several subsidiaries run business with
low returns; solutions were not expected due
to difficulties of market. As the result, BOM
shall concentrate on improvement of TCVL’s
productivity and seek solutions for ineffective
subsidiaries in the year 2018.
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Look back last year, even if there were many difficulties and challenges for enterprises of textile and garment
industry together with Company still has not solved entire drawbacks, however, Company has fulfilled pretty
well targets and achieved 5% of revenue and 67% of profit in comparison with practice at same period.
Getting this encouraging result is thanks to the efforts to overcome difficulties to well perform the assigned
tasks, actively innovating in production & business activities together with the solidarity and good cooperation
of the Board of Leadership & Employees of the company always for the common benefits as well as the trust,
support of shareholders, partners and customers for the Company.
Then, step into 2018, there are various predictions on difficulties and negative factors of economic circumstances
due to protectionism of textile-garment industry, free-tariff of some countries accompanied by dramatically
increase of input expenses. Notwithstanding, growth rate of such field in over the world is estimated to grow
significantly. Vietnam still has more advantages on labors that have experiences on garment – textile industry.
New markets and free-tariff shall appear when FTAs are valid, especially CPTPP. All such factors shall boost
economy grow faster in general. Addition to such merits, Company has already recognized its disadvantages
which need to improve together with advantages which shall be extended; especially, Company’s employees
always make efforts to best fulfill their missions. BOD absolutely believes that the Company’s employees shall
approach its best results in 2018.

PLANS AND TARGET OF BOD
IN 2018
Internal issues

External issues

Manage and supervise Company to implement well
all targets which are approved by Shareholder in
2018 as follow (Consolidated Target):
• Revenue: VND 3,166,105,200,000.
• Profit after tax: VND 189,454,200,000.
Be active on revolution of Company’s operation,
especially, restructuring each industry and subsidiary
to improve the performance.
Strengthen management, follow deeply entire
Company’s performance through policy on
disclosure information of BOM and provide
solutions timely.
Concentrate on structuring new model of BOD, IC
according to new legislations related to corporate
governance for listed companies.
Update and review regularly Policy on internal
corporate governance and enhance such policy in
respect of laws.

Be active on attracting new investors; expand
production capacity to achieve updated demands
of customers; contribute capital for upcoming
investment projects; research and develop new
products and seek potential markets.
Remain and expand relationships with authorities of
textile and garment industry, business partners and
domestic as well as foreign enterprises, which lead to
create more opportunities for Company’s managers
to improve knowledge, experience and apply in
practice; moreover, spread out Company’s brand
name to attract investors, partners and customers.
Build a strong relationship with officers of Country,
Cities, Provinces and Departments to receive
more opportunities and supports on Company’s
performance.
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Summary of performance of Inspection Committee
In 2017, the Inspection Committee held three meetings with the following contents:
No.

1

Date

08th May,
2017

CHAPTER V: REPORT OF THE
INSPECTION COMMITTEE
2

Member and organization of Inspection Committee
No.

Full name

Position

Number of shares

Ownership ratio

115

0%

1

Nguyen Tu Luc

Chief

2

Nguyen Huu Tuan

Member

4,008

0.01%

3

Choi Haeoi

Member

0

0%

3
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The first meeting: “Set up plan on
performance of IC – TCM in the second
year of tenure 2016-2021 and assign
tasks of each member. Discuss on the
amount of IC’s meetings in current year.

IC approved that there shall be 3
assignments: (1) Accounting, finance
management and investment by Mr.
Nguyen Tu Luc; (2) Business and
Manufacture by Mr. Choi HaeOi; and
(3) Investors Relationship and Policies
of Labors by Mr. Nguyen Huu Tuan. IC
approved that there shall be 3 meetings
per year.

The second meeting: “Appraise business
IC approved business performance
21 July, 2017 performance during first 06 months of
during first 06 months in 2017.
TCM in 2017”.
st

29th
December,
2017

The
third
meeting:
“Business
IC approved business performance
performance during first 09 months in
during first 09 months.
2017”.

Results of production and business activities

No.

Performance

Incomplete performance
In general, in 2017, Inspection Committee has been operating in accordance with its prescribed functions;
basically completed the task, the members have fulfilled their assigned tasks.

Result

Evaluation of Inspection Committee on Company’s performance

Summary of performance of Inspection Committee
Operation program of Inspection Committee is to hold a meeting to develop tasks of Inspection Committee
in the year 2017, including assignments of each member of Inspection Committee, holding at least 3 meetings
per year in accordance with Company’s Charter specifically as follows:
• Supervise Company’s operations and finance status
• Actual performance on implementation of Resolutions of the General Shareholders
• Supervise the performance of BOD, BOM and leaders.
• Evaluation on the coordination of BOD and BOM
• Release recommendations for Board of Directors in the following years.

Contents

Aspect

1

Net revenue

2

Profit after tax

Unit: VND Thousand

Performance 2017

Target 2017

Performance/Target

3,209,070.77

3,243,240.00

98.95%

192,616.11

177,772.50

108.35%

Main features:
•
•

Net revenue was VND 3,209 billion and reached 98.95% of target, but revenue growth increased by VND
138 billion compared to 2016 and growth rate achieved 4,51% in 2017.
After-tax profit in 2017 reached VND 192.6 billion, which is 8.35% higher than target. Compared to profits
in 2016, the results achieved in 2017 increased to 67.44%.
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Finance status

Labor and salary

No.

TARGETS

2016

2017

Main targets

Unit

1

Average number of employees

people

2

Salary recorded in expense

1

Short term assets/Total assets

46.45%

52.93%

2

Long-term assets/Total assets

53.55%

47.07%

3

Liabilities/Total capital

67.54%

64.70%

4

Owner's equity in total capital

32.46%

35.30%

3

Average salary

5

Liquidity ratio

0.89

0.99

4

Average income

6

Quick ratio

0.40

0.49

7

Profit before tax rate on net revenue

4.34%

7.33%

8

After-tax profit rate on net revenue

3.75%

6.00%

9

Profit before tax rate on total assets

4.73%

7.75%

10

Profit after tax rate on total assets

4.08%

6.83%

11

After-tax profit rate on owner's equity

12.56%

17.97%

•

The liquidity ratio is 0.99 times, almost equal to 1, reflecting the Company’s normal financial situation.
The rate of after-tax profit on equity is: 17.97% reflecting the business performance.
Earnings per share (EPS) in 2017 are: VND 3,162/share. Compared with the same period in 2016: VND
2,095/share, an increase of VND 1,067/share.

•
•

Production situation
Unit

Performance 2016

Performance 2017

% 2017/2016

529,025

576,926

9.1%

VND 1,000/people/month

7,005

7,682

9.7%

VND 1,000/people/month

8,749

9,583

9.5%

VND Million

Ton

15,500

13,213

-14.75%

Woven fabric

1,000m

5,856

7,056

18.28%

Knitting fabric

Ton

7,418

7,672

18.72%

1,000 pcs

25,330

24,465

-3.41%

VND 1,000
billion

3.07

3.21

105%

In which: export turnover USD 1,000

125,586

127,884

102%

The Inspection Committee has participated in meetings of Board of Directors as a supervisor to monitor
the business performance, investment status and provides advices at the meeting under their obligations
and competance.
Supervise and inspect the performance of production and business tasks of the Company and inspect the
implementation of the Resolutions of the General Shareholders and Decisions of BOD to ensure publicity
and transparency.
The Inspection Committee has periodically or irregularly checked the compliance of Regulations,
Company’s Charter and the rationality on management and operation of Company.
In 2017, the Inspection Committee continued to focus on risk control through the review of existing
procedures and regulations in accordance with the Law on Enterprises, the Company’s Charter, the current
regulations, proceed to propose additional procedures and regulations are lack of assurance, operate safely
and prevent the potential risks.

Main products
Yarn

Garment products
2

96%

Supervision results for BOD, BOM and leaders

•
•
•

1

5,017

Shareholders’ Resolutions has been implemented at Company by performance of BOD. When an important
case which is out of BOD’s competence arose, BOD executed absentee voting of shareholders under supervision
of IC legally.
Chief of IC is invited at all BOD’s meetings.
Generally, BOD performs all their obligations strictly and competently based on Company’s Charter to ensure
the procedure of Company’s corporate governance legally.
•

Main targets

5,039

Evaluation on the implementation of the Resolution of the General Meeting of Shareholders in 2017

Three basic indicators::

No.

Performance Performance
2017/2016
2016
2017

No.

Revenue
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Evaluation on the coordination between the IC, BOD and BOM
The acquisition on business and vision on strategy
of BOD

Management and operation performance of Board of
Managers

•

•

•

•

•
•

It is essential to state that BOD’s members have
good knowledge and experience in the field
of textile and garment industry. Additionally,
they are also professional on corporate
governance thanks to training courses and
their experience. Therefore, it is obviously
believed that BOD has strategic vision on
development of Company.
In the field of upcoming strategic vision of
Company, BOD has an accurate investment
orientation through management policies in
the comparative economic environment.
Shareholders’
Resolutions
has
been
implemented at Company by performance of
BOD. When an important case which is out
of BOD’s competence arose, BOD executed
absentee voting of shareholders under
supervision of IC legally.
Chief of IC is invited at all BOD’s meetings.
Generally, BOD performs all their obligations
strictly and competently based on Company’s
Charter to ensure the procedure of Company’s
corporate governance legally.

•

BOM complies fully and faithfully entire BOD’s
Resolutions as well as national policies and
legislation during their daily operation.
BOM has experience on management and
operation. Although many objective matters such
as amendment of macro economy, interest rates,
inflation, price increasing, etc. create much more
challenges significantly to BOM’s performance,
however result in 2017 is effective.

Performance of Inspection Committee
All three IC members are Bachelors and experienced
which leads to the fact that they have fully
professional abilities and work effectively thanks to
well cooperation on inspection at Company.
Advantages and disadvantages of the Inspection
Committee:
• Advantages: There was well-cooperation of BOD
and BOM during inspection, which lead to the
fact that all documents were presented perfectly
as required.
• Disadvantages: None

Recommendations
IC has no idea and recommendation because TCM has operated well and complied with regulations and laws.
IC has not seen any negative matters arising out on our inspection yet.
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DIRECT ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

LIABILITY FOR
EMPLOYEES

CHAPTER VI: REPORT RELATED
TO THE ENVIRONMENT AND
SOCIETY OF THE COMPANY

ACCOUNTABILITY
TO THE
ENVIRONMENT

ACCOUNTABILITY
TO THE SOCIAL
COMMUNITY
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SOCIETY OF THE COMPANY
Direct energy consumption
No.

1

2

3

4

5

Total used energy categorized by source

Liability for employees

Unit

2017

DO + B28

Liter

218,786

Total energy consumption

Kjun

7,852,408,069

Gasoline

Liter

97,045

Total energy consumption

Kjun

3,213,159,950

Coal

Ton

19,354

Total energy consumption

Kjun

Gas

Kg

Total energy consumption
Electricity
Total energy consumption

445,587,142,000
3,015

Kjun

150,750,000

Kw

42,528,966

Kjun

153,104,277,600

Liability for employees

1

2

3

Labor policies for health, safety and welfare of employees
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Currently, the Company has a total of 4,888 employees with an average income of VND 9,583,000/person/
month. Company's personnel structure is as follows:
Unit: people
No.

Over the years, the Company has provided jobs for thousands of workers with the right treatment. Together
with the reasonable policies of salary, bonus and benefits, the Company regularly organizes activities to provide
the best support to staffs, contribute to their stabilization of life, improve their morale and enthusiasm, then
continue to identify themselves with the Company.

Classify

Closing number

•
•
•

By gender:
- Male

2,040

- Female

2,848

•

By the labor contract:
- Full-time

4,072

- Part-time

816

By level:

•

- Graduate and postgraduate

305

- College

332

- Unskilled
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Company carried out risk assessments at each
specific position. By this, there are appropriate
measures and provide labor protection to
reduce risks, prevent occupational accidents
and reduce the risk of occupational diseases.
Hazardous parts of machinery and equipment
have appropriate covering equipment.
Carry out maintenance and periodical
maintenance of equipment and machinery to
ensure good operation and safety.
Monthly inspection of issues related to
occupational safety to detect and correct in
time.
Periodical inspection of machinery and
equipment subject to strict requirements on
labor safety.
Organizing employees to participate in training
courses on fire prevention and fighting and labor
safety in accordance with the requirements of
law.
Internal training for recruiting and training
every year to raise awareness of workers about
occupational safety, standards and regulations.
Provide mid-shift meals to ensure hygiene,
adequate nutrition to ensure health for workers.
Provide clean, hygienic, fully tested drinking
water for laborers.
Organize periodical health check for employees
to monitor the health of workers, detect and
treat the disease in time.
Acquire accident insurance for all employees
with maximum compensation of VND
20,000,000.
Workers who are sick or have to leave for
treatment for 7 days or more are entitled to a
subsidy of VND 300,000 to VND 600,000.
Laborers having unexpected accidents and
difficulties: Houses damaged by fire, labor
accidents or incurable diseases receive a subsidy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of VND 500,000 to VND 2,000,000.
Subsidies from VND 3,000,000 to VND
10,000,000/case for employees in particularly
difficult circumstances.
Funeral allowance of VND 6,000,000 for
laborers, including retired laborers.
The allowance of VND 500,000/person for
laborers who have relatives (parents, spouses
and children) dies.
VND 500,000 for wedding ceremony for
laborers working on 06 months.
Female laborers with first and second children
in kindergarten age will receive VND 80,000/
month/child.
Giving presents to laborers on the occasion of
International Youth Day: VND 60,0000/child.
Giving presents to female workers on March 8
or October 20: At least VND 100,000/person
Personal birthday of VND 50,000/person/year
(except managers have their own regimes)
Gasoline allowance for all staff VND 5,000/
person/working day
Bonus on 30/4: At least VND 200,000/person/
year
Opening Money: At least VND 200,000/person/
year
Gifts for Lunar New Year: At least VND 100,000/
person/year
At least VND 50,000/person for organizing
meals at the end of the year for staffs.
Organizing staff for collective holidays every
year at a cost of at least VND 800,000/person/
year.
Year-end bonus: Includes 13th month salary
and performance bonus. Performance bonuses
based on the annual production and business
results of the Company and the level of
completion of the work of the employees.

4,251
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The Company annually deducts the welfare fund from 10% to 15% of retained earnings to maintain the cost
of implementing welfare policies for employees. As for the remuneration of the Board of Directors, every year
members of the Board of Directors voluntarily deducts 10% to supplement the fund for CSR activities of the
Company.
In addition, for emergency situations (accidents, illnesses), besides funds mobilized employees to contribute,
the Company also supports the cost and timely treatment.

Training course
No.
1

Classify

Number of training employees

By gender:
- Male
- Female

2

378
881

1.24
0.87

By the labor contract:
- Full-time

1,259
0

- Part-time
3

Average hours of training
(Unit: Hours/People)

0.51

•

The control and management of environmental
issues is aimed at preventing pollution,
minimizing significant impacts on the
environment by:
-- The production process ensures optimal use
of energy and water, saving natural resources.
-- The Company is actively implementing
activities to raise awareness for all employees
through the training of knowledge on
environmental protection, promoting the
spirit of using environmentally friendly
products, encouraging re-use in the
production process.
-- The Company's environmental protection
policy is widely disseminated to all staffs of
the Company so that everyone understands
and is responsible for protecting the
environment.
With the efforts during the past time, the
Company has not violated any regulations related
to environmental protection. The Company is
committed to bring benefits to the community,
shareholders and employees of the Company, as well
as commitment to provide products and services
satisfy the requirements, expectations of quality and
create a better life for everyone.

In addition, the Company does not participate
in or support acts that are contrary to the
standards of business ethics, causing damage to
the environment. Along with the development
of production, the Company takes measures to
minimize the negative impact on the environment.
In the long term, the Company plans to relocate
some factories to the industrial zones planned for
the dyeing industry, not affecting the surrounding
residential areas. In the immediate future, the
Company will continuously invest in and apply
programs to upgrade waste water and exhaust
treatment systems to achieve better stability and
results.
• The Company complies with statutory
requirements and other requirements related
to environmental impacts.
• The Company has invested in a wastewater
treatment system with the approval of the
Ministry of Industry, worth a total investment
of up to VND 30 billion, designed and
installed by Seen Company. Quality of output
water reaching TCVN: 5945-1995 and TCVN
5.984 -2.001. In addition, all furnaces for
the production of weaving - dyeing - sewing
machines are equipped with smoke and dust
treatment equipment.

0

By level:
- Graduate and postgraduate
- College
- Common

546

0.97

297

0.24

416

0.93

Accountability to the environment
The Company is aware of the importance of the environment to the life and future of mankind. The
activities, products or services of the Company not only ensure good quality but also ensure environmental
sanitation. Towards the image of an environmentally friendly Company, the Company always respects,
implements and promises strict control of production process to not violate standards, specifically:
•
•
•
•

The Company applies the ISO 9001: 2008 quality management system and social responsibility management
system in compliance with SA 8000: 2008, ensuring quality products meet customer requirements.
Quality system ISO 9001: 2008, Management system of social security SA 8000: 2008 of the Company is
trained, updated, reflected in the responsibility in the work of each member.
Product quality is constantly improved, ensuring uniformity and stability.
All products manufactured by the Company in a working environment in accordance with the requirements
of social responsibility and working conditions of Vietnamese law and international treaties to which
Vietnam is a member.
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Accountability to the social community
Community investment activities
The total investment cost for CSR activities in
FY2010 will increase 9% compared to 2016 (over
VND 12 billion), including 10% of the Board
of Directors' remuneration, 10% of strategic
shareholders' dividends E-land Asia Holdings
Pte. Ltd. Company returned annually, contributes
to the collective of employees including Korean
managers and sources of funds from the Welfare
Fund.

•

Financial support
•

•
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The Company continues to provide monthly
sponsored activities for three orphanages in
the Tan Phu district, support for children
in difficult circumstances a meaningful
childhood.
The Company has strengthened its support
to the localities where the factories operate:
At Thanh Cong - Vinh Long factory, Vinh
Long province, the Company has supported
the local authorities to visit disadvantaged
occasions during Tet and holidays. Support
the activities of the provincial Social Work
Center - where there are children of the
disabled, the orphans, the helpless elderly,
the mentally ill by the necessities or the
garment of the Company. At the same time,
the Company annually donates hundreds of
garments to the provincial Fatherland Front

•

71

to carry out programs for poor households in
Vinh Long province. Giving gifts, visits in the
local: Tay Ninh, Can Gio, ... on the occasion
continue to be maintained.
At the same time, with the orientation of
CSR activities in 2017 focused on employees,
the operation of Happy Mart's non-profit
shop has been strengthened, serving more
than 1,200 workers a month. In addition, the
trade unions supporting CEP loan with low
interest rate are a solution to provide financial
support to employees; accompanying workers
with sudden difficulties, serious diseases are
increasingly concerned from the leadership to
the staff; the scholarship granting ceremony
along with the employees of the Company has
received 242 scholarships in 2017. In addition,
the cultural and entertainment activities, the
program of emulation and sport events have
been implemented and attracted a lot of staffs
to join in. This is a very useful spiritual dish to
enhance the spirit of solidarity, bring employees
conditions to communicate, relax after working
time.
In addition, volunteer activities in 2017 have
attracted more than 600 volunteer as staffs, which
is a form of collective attachment of employees in
the context of a large number of employees and
including many different units in the Company.
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Supervisory activities of the Board of Directors with the Board of
Managers

CHAPTER VII: CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Member and organization of Board of Directors
No.

Full name

Position

Number of shares

Ownership ratio/
Charter capital

25,200

0.05%

1

Phan Thi Hue

Chairwoman

2

Kim Dong Ju

Vice Chairman

7

0%

3

Lee Eun Hong

Member

0

0%

4

Tran Nhu Tung

Member

28

0%

5

Nguyen Minh Hao

Member

0

0%

6

Kim Soung Gyu

Member

0

0%

7

Lee Dong Seok

Member

0

0%

Sub-committees of the Board of Directors: None

PERFORMANCE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In 2017, the direction of the BOD focuses mainly on:
• Preparation, organization and conduct of the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders in 2017
• Consider the resignation of member of the BOD and the appointment of member of the Board of Directors;
and submit to the General Meeting of Shareholders for approval.
• Implementation of Resolutions of the Annual General Meeting 2017 on 07/4/2017.
• Make and pay for the second dividend payment in 2016.
• Implement and pay dividend for the first phase of 2017 by shares.
• Increase charter capital when paying dividends by shares
• Consider, re-appoint the managerial positions of enterprises.
• Consider extending the credit limit of the Company
• Other contents according to the competence of the Board of Directors.
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Supervisory activities of the Board of Directors are carried out in accordance with the Charter, the Regulations
on the organization and operation of the Board of Directors, the Company's Management Regulations. At
regular meetings, the BOD requested the Board of Managers to report on all aspects of the Company. In
addition, the Board of Directors also requires the Board of Managers to report in writing to the Board of
Directors on the performance of assigned tasks and powers periodically and upon request.
In 10/2017, the Board of Directors appointed the person in charge of corporate governance to support and
advise the Board of Directors' activities in compliance with the Company Charter and the law. At the same
time, the person in charge of management also performs the function of supervising and timely report to
the BOD on the compliance with information disclosure obligations and other obligations of the Board of
Managers in the course of operating the Company.
There are 3 members of Board of Directors who participate in daily management, therefore, the BOD's
supervision of the Board of Managers in compliance with the resolutions and decisions of the General Meeting
of Shareholders and the Board of Directors to ensure that the Board of Managers does not abuse the rights, does
not exceed the scope of authority stipulated in the Company Charter and the law.
In 2017, the Board of Directors held 13 meetings, specifically as follows:

NO.

Member of the
BOD

Position

Number of
meetings
attended

Attendance
rate

Reason for not attending

1

Phan Thi Hue

Chairman

13/13

100%

2

Kim Dong Ju

Vice
chairman

13/13

100%

3

Lee Eun Hong

Member

12/13

92.31%

4

Tran Nhu Tung

Member

13/13

100%

5

Nguyen Minh Hao Member

13/13

100%

6

Kim Soung Gyu

Member

9/13

69.23%

7

Lee Dong Seok

Member

4/4

100%

Appointed on 25/10/2017

8

Lee Woo Hae

Member

6/6

100%

Appointed on 07/3/2017 and
resigned on 25/10/2017

9

Han Kukyung

Member

2/2

100%

Resigned on 07/3/2017
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Business trip and authorized to
other members in attendance

Business trip and authorized to
other members in attendance
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No.

RESOLUTION

DATE

1

01/2017/NQ-HĐQT

23/01/2017

2

01A/2017/NQ-HĐQT

23/01/2017

3

02/2017/NQ-HĐQT

14/02/2017

4

03/2017/NQ-HĐQT

14/02/2017

5

04/2017/NQ-HĐQT

07/03/2017

6

05/2017/NQ-HĐQT

07/03/2017

7

06/2017/NQ-HĐQT

07/04/2017

8

07/2017/NQ-HĐQT

07/04/2017

CONTENTS

18

13/2017/NQ-HĐQT

25/10/2017

19

14/2017/NQ-HĐQT

25/10/2017

20

15/2017/NQ-HĐQT

25/10/2017

21

16/2017/NQ-HĐQT

01/11/2017

22

16A/2017/NQ-HĐQT

01/11/2017

23

17/2017/NQ-HĐQT

29/11/2017

24

18/2017/NQ-HĐQT

18/12/2017

The final registration date for the Annual General Meeting
of Shareholders in 2017 is agreed on February 17, 2017
The final registration date for the Annual General Meeting
of Shareholders in 2017 is agreed on February 17, 2017
Credit limit extension of banks in 2017
Approve (unaudited) operating results 2016 and operating
targets 2017
Appoint new member of BOD due to the resignation of
Mr. Han Kukyung
AGM agenda 2017; the main contents of the reports,
statements to the General Assembly in 2017
Appoint the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the BOD
Approve the implementation of the plan to issue shares
to pay dividends in 2016 according to Resolution No.
02/2017/NQ-ĐHCĐ dated April 7, 2017
Approve the implementation of the plan to issue shares
to pay dividends in 2016 according to Resolution No.
01/2017/NQ-ĐHCĐ dated April 7, 2017
Approve the implementation of the plan to issue shares to
pay dividends in 2016
Amendment of Article 2 of the Resolution No. 07/2017/
NQ-HĐQT dated 07/04/2017
The final registration date is 21/06/2017 to pay dividends
in 2016
Select auditing Company for fiscal year 2017
Credit limit adjustment in 2017 (BIDV, VIB)
Increase charter capital due to paying dividends by shares
Increase charter capital due to paying dividends by shares
Ref: Amended Certificate of Investment No. 45211000068
issued by the Management Board of Tay Ninh Industrial
Parks on 21/11/2017, changed the second time on
21/12/2010
Appoint Deputy General Director Lee Dong Seok; appoint
new member of BOD due to the resignation of Mr. Lee
WooHae
Approve the transfer, reorganization of subsidiaries: TCSC,
Thanh Quang, TC Eland, TCVL
Appoint the person in charge of corporate governance
The last registration date is approved as November 23,
2017 to collect shareholder comments in writing
The last registration date is approved as November 23,
2017 to collect shareholder comments in writing
Approve the documents, statements to submit shareholders
for comments in writing
Appoint Deputy General Director Lee Eun Hong

25

19/2017/NQ-HĐQT

26/12/2017

Renewal of bank credit limit in 2018

9

08/2017/NQ-HĐQT

19/05/2017

10

08A/2017/NQ-HĐQT

19/05/2017

11

09/2017/NQ-HĐQT

05/06/2017

12

09A/2017/NQ-HĐQT

06/06/2017

13
14
15
16

10/2017/NQ-HĐQT
11/2017/NQ-HĐQT
12/2017/NQ-HĐQT
12A/2017/NQ-HĐQT

05/07/2017
05/07/2017
19/07/2017
25/07/2017

17

4A/2017/NQ-HĐQT

01/09/2017
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Activities of independent members of the Board of Directors: None

List of members of the Board of Directors, Inspection Committee, Board of Management
have training certificate on corporate governance
•
•
•

Members of the Board of Directors, members of the Inspection Committee and senior management who
have training certificates on corporate governance: Nguyen Minh Hao, Phan Thi Hue, Nguyen Tu Luc,
Nguyen Huu Tuan, Huynh Thi Thu Sa.
Members of the Board of Directors, members of the Inspection Committee, Board of Managers, Management
Officers and Company Secretary attended the training course on information disclosure under the ASEAN
Corporate Governance Scorecard dated January 12, 2017 including: Phan Thi Hue, Huynh Thi Thu Sa
In addition, the Company has also attended a number of corporate governance training programs
organized by the Securities Commission, the Ho Chi Minh City Stock Exchange and the Vietnam Corporate
Governance Initiative (VCGI) held in 2017.

Transactions, remuneration and benefits of the Board of Directors, Board of Managers
and Inspection Committee.
Salary, bonus, remuneration, benefits

Unit: VND
2017

No.

Full name

I

Salary (VND/year)

Bonus (VND/year)

Remuneration (VND/
year)

Board of Directors

1

Ms. Phan Thi Hue

2

Mr. Kim Dong Ju

3,828,675,632

63,453,927

3

Mr. Lee Eun Hong

2,392,542,047

63,453,927

4

Ms. Nguyen Minh Hao

911,433,150

125,477,452

63,453,927

5

Mr. Tran Nhu Tung

707,289,230

74,907,843

63,453,927

6

Mr. Lee Dong Seok

455,360,154

7

Mr. Lee Woo Hae

8

Mr. Han Kukyung

9

Mr. Kim Soung Gyu

II

561,471,921

45,324,519

95,180,891

1,056,406,724
47,590,445
453,711,111

63,453,927

Inspection Committee

1

Mr. Nguyen Tu Luc

43,200,000

2

Mr. Choi Haeoi

32,400,000

3

Mr. Nguyen Huu Tuan

849,252,332
75

119,291,160

32,400,000
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Trading of shares of internal shareholders and related persons for the Company’s shares

Performed
No.
by

Relationship
with the
insiders

1

E.land
Vietnam
Company
Limited

2

Vice Chairman
Kim Dong of the BOD
Ju
cum General
Director

3

Lee Eun
Hong

Related
organizations of
the insiders

Member of
the BOD cum
Deputy General
Director

Number of shares at
Number of shares at
the beginning of the
the end of the period Reasons for increase or
period
decrease (purchase, sale,
Number
Number
conversion, bonus ...)
of Proportion
of Proportion
shares
shares
566,500

1.15%

0

0% Sold on 24/2/2017

1,697

0%

7

0% Sold on 06/09/2017

0

0%

8,200

0.017%

8,200

0.017%

8,620

0.02%

8,620

0.02%

11,910

0.024%

11,910

0.024%

12,505

0.02%

12,505

0.02%

0

0%

CHAPTER VIII: FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Bought from 04/01/2017
to 02/02/2017
Bought from 23/02/2017
to 22/3/2017
Bought from 17/4/2017
to 16/5/2017
Received 5% dividend in
2016 by shares
Sold on 13/10/2017 and
16/10/2017

Contracts or transactions with internal shareholders
Transactions between the Company and the Company in which the members of the Board of Directors,
members of the Inspection Committee, Director (CEO) are founding members or members of the Board of
Directors, Director (CEO): None
IMPLEMENTATION OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REGULATIONS
Company always updates regulations issued by the State Securities Commission and the Ho Chi Minh City
Stock Exchange and accurately comply into corporate governance rules of Company. Moreover, BOD is also
interested in training programs related to effective corporate governance of State Securities Commission as
well as Ho Chi Minh City Stock Exchange.
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CONFIRMATION OF LEGAL
REPRESENTATIVE OF COMPANY
HO CHI MINH CITY, 02ND APRIL 2018
GENERAL DIRECTOR

LEE EUN HONG
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Adress: 36 Tay Tanh Street, Tay Tanh Ward, Tan Phu District, Ho Chi Minh City

Tel: (+84-28) 38 153962

Website: www.thanhcong.com.vn
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